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Young. Wild West and Silver Stream
Or, THE -WHITE GIRL CAPTIVE OF THE SIOUX
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-Young Wild West at Cheyenne.
It was shortly afcer the hour of 11 o'clock, on
a cold morning in late fall, when Young Wild
West and 111s traveling friends arrived at Cheyenne, Wyoming. The time was a few years ago,
when Cheyenne was nothing like the "big town" it
now is, and cowboys and desperadoes sometimes
had "high old times·' cnei.e. Young Wild West,
the well-known hoy-hero of the wild west, had
come up from Santa Fe by i-ail, as it was a hurry
call ~hat he was a1~swerrng. His two partners,
Cheyenne Charlie, the ex-Gove1·nment scout, and
Jim- Dart, a boy about his own age, always traveled with him on his adventurous trips, and very
often the wife of Cheye'Ule Charlie and the girlsweethearts of the boys went along, too.
The girls, as they al ways spoke of them,
though the scout's wife must have been something well over twenty, were with them on this
trip, as were the two Chinese servants they hired
to cook and help out in the care of their horses,
etc. Attired in a neat-fitting suit of buckskin,
trimmed elaborately with red silk fringe, his
broad sombrern tipped back over a w~alth of
long, light chestnut hair, the handsome young
hero made an imposing not to say dashing and
picturesque appearance. Known far and near as
the Champion Deadshot of the West, and sometimes called the Prince of the Saddle by his admiring friends, the boy was certainly a prominent figure at the time of which we write. His
partners loved him as though he had been a
b1·other, and they were ready to stick to him
through thick and thin, always relying on his
wonderful coolness and excellent judgment.
The fact that Young Wild West had helped
out the railroads by running down train wreckers
and robbers at various times made it possible for
him to get favors from them1 and he had managed to have the car containing their horses to
be attached to the regular train. Thus when our
friends anived at Cheyenne, which was their destination, as far as railroading was concerned,
they had their horses right there with them.
There were quite a few men gathe1·ed on the
platform of the station as our friends stepped
from the train, and though there were probably
twenty passengers to alight, Yolmg Wild West
and his friends attracted the most attention.
With his channing, golden-haired sweetheart,
Arietta Murdock, walking at his side, our hero
led the way for the hotel, which was but a minute's walk from the platform. Behind him came

Cheyenne Charlie and Anna, his wife, and followmg them closely were Jim Dart and Eloise
Gardner, his sweetheart. The girls were not
much over sixteen, but the outdoor life they led
most of the time had made them robust and
healthy, and they would have been taken to be
a little olde1· than they were. Hop and Wing,
the Chinese se1·vants, brought up the rear, each
with a traveling bag. As they appeared, some of
the cowboys gathered about began jeering them.
,t0'ut the Celestials paid not the least attention to
~em. It was just when Young Wild West and
Arietta, ascended the single step that led to the
porch of the hotel that half a dozen men came
riding around the adjacent corner, yelling and
firing off their revolvers. They were undoubtedly cowboys, who had come in from s9me neighboring ranch, and having got just about enough
tanglefoot aboard, they were in for a lively time.
One of them was swinging a lariat, and as he
caught sight of the two Chinamen at the tail
end of the procession, he shouted:
"Wow! Look here, boys! Travelin' heathen,
by thunder! Watch me rope 'em!"
He let his lariat go the very next instant, and
as it zigzagged "through the air the loop spread
out directly over the heads of Hop and Wing.
It was only natural that they should dodge, as
well as those near them, but it was too late!
The cowboy, though he was under the influence of
liquor, knew how to handle a lariat to perfection, and down came the rope, catching both the
Celestials. A quick jerk and they were rolling
in the dust, the traveling bags flying from them
in different directions.
"Hip hi!" yelled the Chinamen, as if in one
voice, and then they went rolling in the dust.
The cowboy kept his horse going and was dragging them along when Young Wild West tumed
as quick as a flash and whipped out a revolver.
Crack! As the sharp report l'ang out the
lariat was severed as clean as a whistle. The
young deadshot had fired at close range, for
the rope ,,·as not more than ten feet from him
when he pulled the trigger. Still it was a remarkable shot, for a rope does not make a very
big target. The cowboy swung his horse around
and came galloping back, looking amazed. His
companions harl already halted by this time, and
they, too, were looking at Young Wild West. The
Chinamen were up and gathering up the bags in
a jiffy, acting as though they were not afraid of
being hal'med any further.
"Who done that? Who fired that i'Un ?" roa~
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the cowboy, as he halted within a few feet of
the hotel porch and looked squarely at our hero.
"I did!" was the calm rejoinder. "Don't get
excited over it, my friend. I thought you were
going a little too fast, and as I didn't want the
two Chinamen to be killed I just stopped you:r
game, that's all. I reckon it's all right."
"You shot that rope in two, eh?"
"Yes, that is about the size of it."
The cowboy quickly dismounted. Then he pulled in the rope until he got to the end where the
bullet had cut the strands.
"Yes," he said, shaking his head in a puzzled
way, "I reckon a bullet done that. But see here,
young feller! I don't like this fur a cent! That
was a brand-new rope."
"Well, I can't help that. You shouldn't rope
people as they are crossing the street and minding their own business."
"People! Why, them is only heathens!"
"That's all right. But they were minding their
own business, though."
"If ther young galoot sticks up fur ther heathens, jest touch him up, Tomi" called out one of
the cowboy's followers.
"I reckon that's jest what'll be ther case," was
the reply. "Younl\" feller, you're a mighty good
shot, I will say. But yeu've got ter pay fur my
rope. Do yer hear that? I ain't in ther habit
of usin' a rope with a splice in it, an' I ain't in
ther habit of buyin' a new one every day, either.
Come down with ther dough now, or there'll be
trouble!"
"Oh, I reckon there won't be very much trouble
about it," Wild answered coolly, his companions
looking on with great interest.
The dashing young deadshot never looked for
trouble, but when it came he was always there
and ready to put an end to it.
"I'm ther boss cowpuncher of ther Cross Line
Ranch, an' I never let any galoot make a fool of
me!" roared the man, who was now getting very
angry. "Are you goin' ter pay fur that rope,
young feller?"
"No!"
"Then look out fur yourself! I'm goin' ter
take ther price of it out of your hide!"
The cowboy leaped forward to grab Wild by the
collar, but he made a bad miss of it. Biff! He
received a blow on the breast that sent him staggering, and a combined cry of surprise went up
from his friends and some of the other lookers-on.
"When you think you have got enough to settle your claim against me, just let me know,"
said the dashinir boy coolly, as he stood before
the angered cowboy. "I might as well tell you,
though, that you can't whip me. You can't do it,
because I won't let you!"
"I can't, eh? Then I'll put a chunk of lead in
yer!"
As he made that threat a revolver flashed in
his hand. But as quick as a wink our hero drew
a six-shooter from his belt and fired. The cowboy's revolver dropped to the ground, and he
danced around, shaking his hand as though he
was trying to get rid of it. But he had not been
hurt a particle, for the bullet had simply hit the
cylinder of his weapon and knocked it from his

haDd.

The cowboy looked at his revolver on the
ground, and then at his conqueror.
"Pick it UJI," said Wild. "But you I:-ad better
look it over before you try to shoot agarn. There
may be some lead wedged in somewhere, and it
might not work."
·
He picked it up and looked it over.
"I reckon she's all 1·ight," he said. "I see
where yer clipped her when yer shot. That was
somethin', that was! I'm mighty glad yer didn't
try ter hit me, instead of ther gun."
Dropping the weapon into the holster that hunl?
from his belt, he led the way to the barroom of
the hotel. His companions seemed to be 'Perfectly satisfied at the war it had turned out, and
they went in rather quietly.
"Hooray fur Young Wild West, ther Champion
Deadshotl" yelled a man on the porch. "Boys, I
thought it was him when I first sot eyes on him ·i
but now I know it is. Give him a cheer, boys
Hooray! Hooray!"
The crowd joined in and, waving his hand to
them, Wild took Arietta by the arm and went
inside the hotel.
CHAPTER II.-Poker Jack Shows Up.

It was not yet noon, but so near to it that the
landlord of the hotel was easHy persuaded to
hurry up the dinner for the party. They had a
table all to the~elves, too, for our here and his
two partners had more of an income than they
could spend traveling about the country. The
boy had been very lucky when he first started
out to make a name for himself, and, though he
had lost heavily at different times, his lands arid
holdings were eound to keep him as long as he
lived. The mission the young deadshot was on
as we find him at Cheyenne was rather a peculiar
one. He had received a hurry-up call from Fort
Fetterman to come up and assist in the search
for a white girl captive a villainous band of
Sioux Indians had in their clutches.
There being no way to get to the fort by rail
at that time, it became necessary for them to
journey from Cheyenne on hors~back. But it
was only a two days' ride, and none of them
minded that, so used to the saddle were they.
Our hero meant to strike out as soon after dinner as possible, prnviding their horses were found
to be all right. The dinner was served and paid
for, and then, leaving the girls at the hotel, Wild
and his two pa1tners, accompanied by the Chinese servants, went over to the car and got their
horses out. The animals were found to be in
first-class shape, and glad to get out of their prison, as might be supposed.
Our hero's mount was a splendid sorrel stallion, which he had named Spitfire, and the speed
and endurance of the animal was really marvelous. Charlie and Jim possessed horses that were
as good as money could buy, and so did the girls.
Arietta's was a fine cream-colored mustang, bearing the name of Snow Flake, for when it was a
colt it had been of a snow-white color. The rest
of the mustangs were either black or l:>ays, save
the one ridden by Hop Wah, which was a piebald.
Two pack horses always went with them to cal'l1
their supplies and camping outfit, and the Chinamen always led them when on the trail. 'l'h•
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wo1k of getting ready to leave Cheyenne was
pushed rapidly, and when a few purchases had
been made at one of the stores our friends were
ready to go. It was not yet two o'clock ,vhen
they left the town, and, taking the :ro~d to the
north, they soon left Cheyenne behind t11em..
"Now for business," said Young Wild West.
"Girls, you may have a lively time of it before.
this trip is over. If we can get to the fort without running across any of the Sioux who are on
the warpath, everything will be all right. But if
they happen to be between here and the fort,
there may be mo1·e than one girl captive of the
Sioux."
"Not without some of the redskins go under
first," retorted Arietta, who could take he1· own
part, when it can1e to fighting·. "We will take
the chances, however, the same as we have often
done before. We never know just when we are
going to meet a gang of bad Indians, and white
renegades and outlaws are so plentiful that we
are always busy looking out for them."
"Well, we always manage to take care of ourselves, anyhow. So don't thi:ri.k that we won't be
able to this time," Jim Dart spoke up.
"No one is thinkin' that way, Jim," the scout
put in. "I reckon that would be a putty way ter
think."
. "That's right, Charlie," and Young Wild West
smiled at the way his partner spoke.
The further they got from Cheyenne, the wilder the aspect of the country became, and soon
they were following a wagon trail, whicl, probably led to the different ranches that were located
up that way. It was sunset when they camped
on the bank of a little creek, in a piece of timber,
after having passed two ranches, which they had
noticed in the distance. The two tents were soon
put up, for Wild and his partners turned to and
helped the Chinamen. Then wood was gathered
and a fire was started not far from the edge of
the shallow little creek. As the blaze grew, it
spread out a_ grateful warmth! for there was a
chill on the air that cut not a httle.
"We .haven't seen a thing in the line of game
so. far," said Wild. "But I reckon we'll strike
something to-morrow, all right. It will be ham
and eggs for supper, Wing."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," answered the cook.
- "Me makee velly muchee quickee, so be."
Wing was one of the innocent sort of Chinese,
who work faithfully and are to be depended upon.
He did not know half as much as his brother
Hop, but probably he was all the better for it.
Hop, though 1·eally the more innocent-looking of
the two, was a very clever Celestial. He had no
equal as a card sharp, and, being a pretty good
sleight-of-hand performer, he was able to mystify
the majority of those he came in contact with by
his wonderful tricks. He was also a practical
joker, and he liked whisky, which he called
tanglefoot, more than he should have. By his
cleverness he had succeeded in saving different
members of the party several times, when they
were in the power of savage Indians and villainous bandits and outlaws.
It was for this reason that Hop had become a
fixture of the party, and no matter what his
faults might be, his good qualities mo1:e than
offset them. Hop attended to the horses and got -

them all right, and then he came back and watched his brother prepare the evening meal. The
sun disappeared from view, giving promise of a
clear day on the morrow, and our friends ate the
meal, relishing it greatly, for it was a relief to
them to be off the cars and breathing the pure
aiT of the mountains and plains once more. Howevex, they had not been penned up very long,
and they soon forgot about it. After the meal
had been eaten and cleared away Hop and the
cook proceeded to cut up enough wood to keep the
fire burning overnight. This ha<l just about been
accomplished when the clatter of a horse's hoofs
sounded near at hand.
"Some one is comin', I reckon," remarked the
scout, as he loosened his revolvers in the holsters.
"Vve don't know who it is, so we be ready fur
hi m. "
"That's right, Charlie," answered Wild. "But I
reckon it isn't an enemy."
A few seconds later a horseman rode up to the
camp. By his makeup, as he halted within the
light of the brightly burning fire, our friends
could easily tell that he was a cowboy. He was a
young man, too, and rather handsome, though his
face seemed dra\'m, as if from worry, just then.
"Good evenin', strangers," he called out, as he '
dismounted. "I hope I ain't intrudin'. I've follered yer from Cheyenne, where I got too late
ter see yer this afternoon. My name is Jack
Hayes-Poker Jack, they call me-an' ther little
gal what ther redskins has got is my sweetheart.
I heard that Young Wild West was comin' with
his pards, te1· help find her, .so I r~de down te.C.heyenne ter meet yer."

CHAPTER UL-Hop Is Taught Poker:
"We are mightv glad to meet you, Jack Hayes,"
said Young Wild West, putting out his hand to
the cowboy, for he had sized him up quickly, and
his conclusion was that the young man was telling nothing but the truth.
"Thank yer, Young Wild West," answered Poker
Jack. "I never seen yer afore, but I knowed yer
ther minute I set eyes on yer. Say, I'm awful
glad yer come. I've been tryin' my best ter git
Susie Morse away from ther Sioux fur more'n a
month now. I've been caught by ther redskins
once, an' come mighty near havin' my hair lifted. Old Spotted Wolf is a bad Injun, an' there
ain't no mistake about that. If he don't git some
kind of a settlement afore another week, he's
goin' ter make ther gal his squaw, so he threatens. Ther soldiers is all right ter clean out ther
Injuns when they see 'em; but ther n·ouble is
that they don't want ter look for 'em very bad.
That's ther whole thing about it. It's through
Leftenant Hayes, my brother, up at ther fort(
that you was sent fur. All ther generals an
colonels knows you, Young Wild West, an' v.;1en
they want some one ter find out somethin' ~.at
none of their scouts kin quite do, they always
sends fur Young Wild West an' his pards."
"Well, I am glad they sent for us. It just happened that we were in Santa Fe, and the letter
struck us the first thing. Now, you just sit down
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and have 'a bite to eat, and then you can tell us
all about this case.''
Though the cook had cleaned up the remnants
of the supper and had washed the tin plates,
cups and knives, he did not object in the least
when he was told to prepare something for the
cowboy. Poker Jack washed the dust from him,
and then, while the meal was being prepared, he
went on to say:
"I'm ther foreman of ther cowboys over at. ther
Cross Line Ranch, an' I've got time off ter hunt
up my sweetheart. A feller named Tom has t~ok
my place, an' a mighty good one he is, if he
wasn't sich a bluffer when he gits out."
_
"I reckon we met Tom just before noon today," said Wild, with a smile, as he remembered
that the cowboy who had roped the Chinamen
declared that he was the boss cowpuncher of the
Cross Line Ranch.
"You met him? Well, I s'pose there's noth_in'
funny in that, though. It was pay day yisterday,
an' ther boys sometimes goes as fur as Cheyenne
ter liquor up an' have a good time. I s'pose it
was there that rer met him?"
"Yes, that's right."
"Did he say anything about ther white gal captive of ther Sioux ? "
"No;· I reckon he didn't have time. You see,
Tom, as you call him, undertook to muss up our
two Chinamen considerably, and I took him to
task for it. We had a little tussle, and he got
the worst of it, Then he IZ'Ot mad and wanted to
shoot me. I didn't want that he should, of course,
so I knocked the gun out of his hand with a bullet. That settled the whole thing, and I didn't
see him again until just as we were leaving the
hotel we got dinner at. He gave us a cheer as
we rode off, which showed that he bore roe no
particular grudge."
"Oh, Tom, ain't ther one ter bear a grudge agin
nobody. I'm glad he met a little more than his
match, though. He's a sort of bully, yer know."
"He met a big lot more'n his match, I reckon,"
spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "He never had a
chance, from ther start ter ther finish. Ther galoot was as easy ter Wild as though he'd been a
ten-year-old boy."
"I reckon he didn't know who he'd bucked up
ag'in," and the cowboy smiled.
But he grew serious again and related how Susie Morse, the White Girl Captive of the Sioux,
had been stolen from a ranch that was located
abou~ fifty miles north of Cheyenne, by Spotted
Wolf and about forty of the worst redskins that
had broken away from the reservation. Over a
month had passed since this had happened, and
though they had received messages from the old
chief, in which he dictated terms, no one had been
able to catch him or to save the girl. She had
been allowed to write letters, which had been delivered in mysterious ways to her father and also
to the commander at the fort. Poker Jack had
got upon the trail of the redskins and had been
captured by them through a ruse, and it was only
through good luck that he had made his escape.
This was about the way the situation was, so
there was not a great deal for our hero to learn
about it. But he was a little astonished to think
that the band of Sioux were operatipg so close
~ Cheyenne. However, it only pleased him all

the more, for he was anxious to get through with
the job and return to Santa Fe, and then go on
to Phoenix, where he had some mining business
to attend to,
"I've been <loin' a lot of worryin' about Susie,,.
said the cowboy, turning to the girls. "She's a
mighty fine gal, she is. I know you'd like her.
We're goin' ter be married as soon as this thing
gits over with-if it ever does turn out all right."
"I reckon it'll turn out all right," Wild answered. "You just take us to the hunting
grounds of the Sioux, and we won't be long in
doing the rest. I'll guarantee you on that.
There's nothing like a little luck and a whole lot
of persistence, you know."
"An' ther ability ter do things, as I've heard
about yer," added Poker Jack.
He ate his supper, and then, as he lighted his
pipe, Jim Dart asked him how he came to get
the nickname he bore.
"Oh, that's because I used ter waste ther most
of my money playin' poker," he answered, smil•
ing at the boy. "Jest as I learned ter. be a good
one at ther game, I give it up. Yer see, I was
savin' up ter git married this fall, an' I wanted
all ther money I could git. Ther owner of ther
Cross Line Ranch is a widower, and he allowed
that he could bring Susie over an' live there.
She could run ther house, while I run things out•
side fur him. It was a mighty good idea, but
old Spotted Wolf sorter changed it. I don't know
why it was that he had ter pick out my gal ter
make a captive. They do say that she is ther
puttiest gal north of Cheyenne, though, an' that
might be ther reason."
"You play dlaw pokee, allee samee ?" queried
Hop, who had been listening to all that was said.
"Yes, I reckon I understand ther game about
as well as ther next galoot what comes along,"
was the reply. "What do you want to know fur?
A heathen Chinee ain't s'posed ter play poker, as
I knows of. They generally play some kind of
an outlandish game what no one kin tell head or
tail about. An' they don't play fur nothin' more
than quarters or half dollars."
"Me play dlaw pokee for hundled dollee, allee
samee," Hop declared, smiling blandly.
Poker Jack grinned.
"Have yer got a deck?" he asked. "It will
sorter take ther worry off my mind ter show yer a few things that yer don't know about ther
cards, Mister Heathen."
"Allee light!" and Hop produced a brand-new
deck in a jiffy.
"Yer must be one of ther kind of galoots what
goes around lookin' fur games, I reckon," the
cowboy remarked, as he proceeded to shuffle the
cards. "Jest watch me rip 'em now! That's
the1· way tcr split up ther aces; an' this is ther
way to put 'em together. Now, you jest cut ther
cards."
He laid them down on an overturned pail and
Hop smilingly cut them. Our friends knew that
the cowboy would have to be a very clever one,
indeed, if he could show the Celestial anything,
for what Hop did not know about a deck of cards
was hardly worth while studying.
"I'll deal out fur a five-handed game now." said
the cowboy. "Mr. West, you an' your pards take
hands an' draw, jest fur ther fun of it."
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girls will help us fight them, if it comes to that. _
Your sweetheart must be got away from them,
and the quicker the better."
"All right. I'll stick. · I'll fight as long as I
kin pull a trigger."
It did not seem possible that a band of redskins, as bad as this one was said to be, would
dare hang around south of the fort. But just
before noon our hero decided that such was the
case, indeed. They had reached a very rugged
part of the country now. A double chain of
mountains loomed up on the left while to the
right was a rolling plain, broken here and there
by hills and small timber patches, Straight ahead
was a spare forest of pines and stunted oaks, and
here it was, so Poker Jack declared, that the notorious Spotted Wolf had made his retreat, safe
from the interference of the palefaces. Wild
became convinced that there were redskins about
when he saw the prints made by unshod horses
and moccasined feet. They were fresh prints,
too, having been made within a few hours.
"I reckon we've got to go a little slow now,"
he said, when all had examined the telltale evidence. "The Sioux are not far away and it may
be that they have located us already. We wlll
make for that ravine over there, and try and
find a place to rest, where we will be free from
observation."
Poker Jack shrugged his shoulders and cast a
look around him. But there was nothing to he
seen of a human being, other than themselves.
"I wish I had a rifle," he said t0 Jim, as he
rode along at the boy's side. "I might be of more
help then."
"That's all right," Dart answered. "We have
got an extra one, I reckon. If it comes to the
point, you can use it."
"To tell the truth, I am afraid that we are running right into a trap. These hills is full of
hidin' places fur ther redskins, an' there's no
tellin' how soon we might run right among them."
"Well, that's all right. There's only forty of
them, you say."
"Only forty! You fellows don't seem to think
forty is very many,"
"Well, there won't be that many after they
tackle us once. You can depend on that. And
the oftener they tackle us the less there will be
CHAPTER IV.-Redskinsl
of them."
The cowboy was appeased for the time. Wild
The night passed quietly enough, and when
morning came Young Wild West and his friends had made up his mind that hr1 would not halt
were up with the sun. Poker Jack declared that until he found just the spot that suited him.
he had slept but little, as his mind was on his They pushed forward and soon reached the mouth
sweetheart, who was in the hands of the villain- of the ravine our hero had spoken of, and in a
few minutes they were riding through it. But
ous band of Sioux.
"Keep a stiff upper lip, Jack," said Wild. "I Wild soon found that to go on through would
reckon we'll have her before very many days. simply give the rndskins a very good chance at
lf the redskins are as near as you say they are, them, if there were any of them about. There
was a shallow cave right there, and the little
I'll make it forty-eight hours, and no longer."
The breakfast was prepared as soon as pos- brook that flowed through the ravine was within
sible, and, after eating, our friends got ready to a few feet of it. Rocks were piled about in fantastic forms, so it would make an admirable place
leave.
"See here," said Poker Jack, as they were rid- to stand a siege.
"We'll stop right here for a while," he said. "I
ing away from the spot, "we kin strike up ther
river a ways, an' maybe git ther gals to the fore reckon we won't find a better place if we travel
all day."
afore yer try anything, Wild."
They were just dismounting when a rifle shot
"That will make it about two days later," was
the reply. "No; if there are only forty of the sounded up the ravine and a bullet went through
redskins, we will strike out for them now. The the crown of Poker Jack's hat.

"All right," was the reply. "I want to see Hop
learn something about poker. He is always at it
whenever he can get the chance."
They all g-ot around the overturned pail and
received their cards. Hop was on the right of
the dealer, so he would be the last man to draw.
He had taken pretty good note that the cowboy
had put certain cards together while he was nandling them, and when he had ripped them he. had
not separated them, as he said he did. So he was
not surprised to find that he had four queens cold.
Wild, Charlie and Jim each called for three
cards, and Poker Jack smiled complacently as he
gave them to them.
"You want one card, I s'pose?" he said, looking at Hop.
The Chinaman shook his head.
"Me takee fivee, so be," he replied.
"What!" gasped the dealer.
"Lat light; me wantee whole bookee, so be; me
takee allee samee fivee cards. You show poor
Chinee how play um dlaw vokee, and me wantee
knowee velly muchee."
The cowboy smiled in a sickly way.
"Well, if you want five, I'll give them· to yer,"
he answered. Then he undertook to deal them
from the bottom of the pack. and, though he was
pretty slick at it, Hop touched him on the arm
and exclaimed:
"Stoppee lat! Me wantee no cheatee, so be."
Poker Jack laughed it oft' and then gave him
the five top cards. As Hop had figured, the four
aces were there.
"Lat velly nicee gamee," he said blandly. "You
showee poor Chinee how to allee samee gittee
velly nicee hand."
"I reckon you don't need no showin'," was the
quick retort. "I'm done. When I find a feller
better with ther cards than I am, I always give
in."
"Well, I reckon Hop does know something about
a pack of cards," our hero said, with a smile.
"The fact is, I have never yet seen quite his
match."
"Ther drinks is on me, I reckon," and the cowboy shook his head.
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"There they ar e!" cried the cowboy, as he
dodged behind a rock. "Look out!"
But Young Wild West did not need to be told
that. He turned in time to see a faint wreath
of smoke curling upward from behind a rock
about a hundred yards away, and he was watching
fo1· a chance to shoot the redskin. who had fired
the shot. The girls got to the cave in a hurry,
for they knew just what to do without waiting
to be tolcL
Crang~ Another shot rang out and a bullet
flattened against a rock less than three feet from
where our hero was crouc4ing. This time he
caught sight of the redskin who fired it, and, taking a quick aim, he pressed the trigger. Crang!
A death yell sounded as the result. Cheyenne
Charlie gave a chuckle.
"How's that?" he asked, turning to the cowboy.
"That's one less, anyhow," came the reply.
The girls were now crouching well in shelter,
e~ch holding a rifle.
"Hop," said Wild, coolly, "get Poker Jack that
other Winchester."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the reply, and
the Chinaman quickly obeyed.
"Now get the horses back there and unload
them."
He referred to the pack Jtorses, and the Celestials knew just what to do. There was a short
interval of silence after that, and then a volley
was fired from the direction the other shots had
come from. But the redskins were simply wasting their powder, for they dared not show themselves, and could not get a chance at the brave
party of whites without doing so.
"Don't fire a shot unless you are sure you are
going to hit something," advised Wild, glancing at
':he cowboy, who seemed very anxious to get in a
::hot or two.
"All right," was the reply. "I reckon that's
the proper way."
"Of course, it is. Let them keep on fh-ing, if
they want · to. When we shoot we will do something."
Just how many they had to contend with they
eould not tell, but if the cowboy knew what he
was talking about there had only been about forty
to start with. Wild figured that this must be
:·bout right, for the message he had received dedared the same thing, as far as they knew at the
fort. Ten minutes passed, and then it was that a
,.;-alley came from the high ground above the
,. ·vine and on the left. Some of the bullets came
1 ~1Jgerously close this time, and our friends real;, d that they were not going to have anything
hl:e an easy thing of it.

CHAPTER V.-Poker Jack Is Captured.
Crang I It was Cheyenne Charlie who flred this
11me. He had caught a glimpse of one of the Inl ians as he peered from behind a rock, ·and, taki ,:g advantage of it, he had fired, and when he
::aw the redskin come crashing down into the
ravine he smiled grimly and gave a nod of satis:iaction. Then there was a silence for fully ten
wb.utes. But no one thought that the Sioux had

given up the attack. The probabilities were that
they knew just how many there were of the palefaces, and that they had seen the girls with them.
This tempted them to keep at it until they caught
them.
As the minutes flitted by and a deathly stillness pervaded the ravine, our friends began to
grow uneasy. Their experience taught them that
the Sioux were up to something. It was not long
before something happened that set the ball rolling again. A cry of dismay suddenly escaped
the lips of Poker Jack, and, turning, Wild and his
partners saw the cowboy being rapidly pulled up
the slanting side of the Tavine. The lariat that
had caught him so suddenly was hidden from
view in the vines that hung down from above, and
as the man's arms had been pinned to his sides by
the noose he could not draw his knife to free himself. Wild was just going to fire as he caught a
glimpse of the rope a foot above the cowboy's
head, when he saw a big boulder come roIIing
down toward them. ·
"Back!" he shouted, motioning toward the cave.
Crash-thud! The boulder struck the groundwithin three feet of Jim Dart, as he was springing back. Yells of delight sounded from above,
and then several shots were fired down at them.
But our friends were out of harm's way for the
time being, and they could not do a thing to save
the cowboy. Poker Jack was drawn up quickly,
and almost before he fully realized what had happened he was in the grasp of two stalwart braves.
He struggled hard to free himself, but jt was of
no avail.
•
·
"Ugh!" exclaimed a guttural voice, and then he
saw the ugly, painted face of Spotted Wolf, the
chief, bending over him.
"Better let me go, you red galoot!" he panted.
"You'll git your medicine if yer don't!"
But his words had no effect at all, other than
to cause the Sioux chief to laugh.
The cowboy saw that it was useless to plead
with him, so he remained silent and permitted
them to disarm and bind him without putting up
the least struggle. This done, the braves left the
spot, which showed that they did not intend to try
and get any more of those below-not just then,
anyway.
The cowboy was carried to where the redskins' _
ponies were tethered. Poker Jack was quickly
bound to the back of one of these, and then the
Sioux mounted and rode off. In a few minutes
they came to place where they could descend into
the ravine, and then, without paying any further
attention to the palefaces a couple of hundred
~ards below, the chief called the solitary redskin who had been left there to keep a watch
upon our friends to come with them, and then
rode on up the ravine.
"Spotted 'Wolf heap much satisfied," said the
chief, nodding to the captive. "ffie catch the lover
of the paleface maiden. Lose two braves, but he
will make the dogs back there suffe1· when night
comes."
The headquarters of the revolting band of Indians lay in a very secluded part of the mountainside. In fact, it was a spot that was almost
impenetrable to any but those who knew the way,
for narrow ledges had to be traversed, and there
was a narrow pass that ran between two cliff's
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that would never be noticed by any one, unless
they found it by the merest accident, or were
looking for it. There was really no way of trailing the redmen to this hiding place, since the
rocky way refused to leave the tracks of even a
horse. Poker Jack knew this only too well, and
as they rode up and down and over the ledges his
heart sank within him. One thing about Poker
Jack was that he was not going to let his captors
know that he was a bit worried-not if he could
help it. But the Sioux brave was satisfied that he
had heard a groan of distress, and that pleased
him a great deal, for an Indian does like to torture a prisoner. It was just about half an hour
after the capture of the cowboy that Spotted
Wolf and his braves reached the camp. They had
brought one of their dead with them, but the
,other had been left in the ravine, because it would
have been sure death for any of them who went
to reclaim the body. But the chief said that they
would get it that night, when they went to clean
up the rest of the palefaces. Poker Jack glanced
around the Indian camp as he rode into it tied to
the pony.
There were two wretched-looking teepees there,
and he knew that his sweetheart must be in one
of them, since he saw nothing of her outside. The
other was probably the private quarters of the
chief. The redskins who had remained at the
camp were waiting for their returning brothers,
for they had heard them coming, and a signal
had been given and returned. When they saw
that a paleface prisoner was with them a shout of
approval went up. Spotted Wolf looked very impo1·tant as he stopped his horse right in their
midst and bowed to the salute that was given

'i

"But 'he laughs best who laughs last,' " he said,
shaking his head. "I reckon this thing isn't over
yet. Just keep your eyes open, everybody."
But they we1·e not disturbed again, as the read•
ei· knows.
As soon as Wild became convinced
that the Sioux had retired for the time being he
made ready to start on the trail. But it was now
past noon, and Cheyenne Charlie suggested that
they have something to eat.
"Wait till I find out for certain that the red·
skins have left the vicinity," said our hero. "You
can't tell what they are up to, you know. Jim,
suppose you come with me? You are lnighty
good at climbing a tree, and I think it will be a
good idea to take an observation."
"All right," Dart answered. "I am ready to do
anything you say, Wild."
"Be careful," cautioned Arietta, who could not
make herself believe that the Sioux had left the
vicinity.
"Leave that to us, Et," was our hero's reply.
"I reckon we'll be on the lookout for danger."
Hugging the foot of the cliffs, they moved on
in -the direction the first shots had come from.
When they got to the spot where the first Indian
had dropped Wild gave a nod of satisfaction.
"They have gone for the present, and you can
bet on it, Jim," said he. "They wouldn't have
bothered to take away their dead yet, if they were
going to hang around."
"They've took one of the carcasses, that',
1·ight," Dart answered. "But they didn't take the
risk to try and get the other one. It's a wonder
they didn't show a flag of truce, so they coulrl
do it."
L:"Oh, they mean to come back, all right. ProbillUI,
"Catch one paleface; have more before another ably they will wait till dark."
"Most likely."
sun," he said.
The two now moved along, keeping a sh~1-p
Cries of approval went up at this, and then it
was noticed that there was a dead brave being watch and treading without making any nolSe,
borne along on horseback at the tail end of the In this way they soon reached the spot where the
procession. That caused a change in the feelings redskins had come down into the ravine. The ·
of the redskins. But the chief made a little ground being soft and yielding there, it was easy
speech, using the language of the tribe, and he - for them to tell that the tracks were fresh, and
soon made them satisfied that it was all for the which way they ran.
"Now, Jim," said Wild, as he noticed that the
best that two of the braves had been shot. The
glances that the captive cowboy had shot at him Sioux had gone on through the ravine, "I reckon
were enough to make an ordinary person quail, we'll go up where they were, and then you can
but he put on an air of indifference, for he had climb a tree and take a look around."
"Good!"
been through the mill, so to speak, al'!d he would
Both were now sure that the redskins had Jeff
not let them know that he was even worried. He
was soon taken from the horse and tied securely the vicinity, so they did not have to be so cauto a tree and then the returning brnves went for tious. In a couple of minutes they had reached
the food that was maiting for them. The meal a high spot above the ravine, and Jim was look·
over with and the chief lighted his pipe and ing for a tree that was suitable for the purpose
smoked in silence, probably thinking of what he he wanted to put it to. A big pine that was as
would do with the cowboy he had caught a sec- straight as an arrow appealed to him, and, after
making sure that they had not come into any
ond time.
trap, he started to climb it. Jim went up the
pine with the agility of a squirrel, Wild walking
along the spot where the Indians had been when
CHAPTER VI.-Wild Decides on a Plan.
they made the capture of the cowboy. He got
there in a few seconds, and when he saw how ea•1y
Young Wild West and his friends were not a it must have been for one of the Sioux to drop a
little disturbed over what had happened. The cap- lariat over Poker ,Tack's head he sh111gged hfa
ture of the cowboy had been accomplished in such shoulders and muttered:
an unexpected and clever way that even our hero
"That was our fault, I reckon. We should have
was ready to say that the redskins had clearly looked up here. Whv, it is not ever eighterin 01
twenty feet down there."
outwitted them.
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Dropping to his hands and knees, he leaned night, and save her, too, I'll miss my guess, that's
over and could see those waitirtg below.
all!"
"Hello!" he called out, softly.
Jim nodded. He had great faith in what the
Instantly all eyes were directed upward.
young deadshot said, and he actually believed that
"Great gimlets!" cried Cheyenne Charlie. "How they were going to win out against tlle forty reddid yer git there, Wild?"
skins.
"The same way the redskins did," was the 1·e"There may be a detachment of cavalry someply.
•
.
where around," went on oul' hero, as they made
their way down into the ravine, "but I am not
"Where's Jim?"
"Up · a tree, back there. He's taking a look going to worry about it much. If we can't outwit
the Sioux it will be because we have fol'gotten
around to see where the reds are."
"yYild, it wasn't such a very hard thing for the what we learned since we first struck out."
"That's it, Wild," Dart answered.
Indian to rope the cowboy, was it?" Arietta said,
When they got back to the camp Wing had the
as she looked up.
"No, not very hard. You just come out, so you noon-day meal well under way. The scout's wife
are clear of the rocks, and I'll show you how I was helping him, so it could be hurried as much
as possible.
can rope you and haul you up."
"I reckon it would be a good idea ter try an'
"Shall we make a fire an' go ahead the1· same
as if everything was all right?" asked the scout. shoot somethin' fur fresh meat afore we git too
"Yes. The way is clear now. We won't be close to ther Tedskins, Wild," suggested Charlie.
bothered for a while, for I feel certain that the "S'pose I try my luck as soon as I eat my dinSioux have made sure of keeping Poker Jack ner?"
"Well, you don't want to be longer than half an
and have taken him off to their camp, whereve;
hour, then," was tlle reply.
it is."
"All right. I'll take Hop with me ter carry
• Wing flew to get a fire going, and as Wild made
his way back to the tree he could see the smoke back ther game. I'll bet I don't have ter go
rising from the ravine. Jim was coming down tnore'n a quarter of a mile afore I rout out a
when he got there, and he seemed to be well sat- bear. That place up there looks jest like ther
hangout of bears."
isfied with the result of his observation.
He pointed to the wooded slope that ran on up
"Well, how did you make out, Jim?" our hero
from the top of the cliff, on the side opposite to
asked.
"Fine!" was the reply. "I saw the camp of the one the Sioux had appeared on. As soon as
the redskins. . They have not reached it yet, but the meal was ready Charlie and Hop pxoceeded to
they are headmg that way, with Poker Jack tied eat. They ate hurriedly, too, the rest taking their
time about it.
on the back of a pony."
"We will be ready when you come back, Char"That's what I call fine! I hardly expected you
would have such luck as that. Did you locate tlle lie," said our hero. "Go ahead and get your
spot well enough to be able to reach it without bear."
It was hardly more than ten minutes after the
follov.:ing a trail? You know it is likely that the
scout and the Chinaman had disappeared from
redskms have a way of hiding thei-r trail."
"I reckon we can get there all right. But sup- view when the report of a Tifle sounded.
"Charlie has struck something, all right," obpose you go up and have a look for yourself?"
"Good! I reckon that will be the best thing to served Jim Dart. "Well, we need something in
the way of game, I reckon."
do. Here goes!"
The young deadshot was soon climbing the tree.
It was one of the tallest to be found on the nigh
elevation, and it was no wonder that Jim had been CHAPTER VIL-Stealing a March on the Sioux.
able to see the redskins. About three miles off
to the_ :northwest he could see the camp that lay
Cheyenne Charlie and Hop Wah had not gone
in a little hollow on the mountainside. Though very far when the tracks of a bear were found.
it had taken the Sioux half an hour to get there
Charlie went right after the bear, Hop followth1; distan~e in a straight line ':"as ~ot so great'. ing him, his big hunting knife in his hand. Up
Wild took m ~he scene with no little mte!est. The .. steep ascents, down into gullies and across level
b!nd of redskins was not more !han a mile away, patches the tracks led, and in a very few minutes
a d as he looked at them they d1sappe:1red 3:round the scout caught a glimpse of the heal'. He took
a bend, only to reappear the next mmute m an- a quick aim and fired, and as the report rang out
other spot. The air was clear, so he could see a the animal rolled over
long tlista_nce with little or no trouble. Wild was
"Git at him, Hop," h~ said. "Yer know what I
not ldhg in noting some landmarks, and then he said about how much of a hurry we was in."
de~cended the tree.
"Allee light, Misler Charlie," was the reply .
. I 1·eckon we can find the spot all right," he
The Chinaman then ran forward to get at work
said. :'Now, Jim, we'll go back to the camp and on the bear.
Bruin was just about giving up
have dinner. As _soon as we have hat:I it we will the ghost when he got there, so he stepped back
llg-ht out as straight as we can for old Spotted and waited until it was all over. Charlie came up
Wolf's camp. He won't ):>e looking for us to make and grinned when he saw the Chinaman was
a _move like that; he _will be apt to think that we afraid to begin until he was sure that the bear
will stay in the ravme, or ride off to look for could not hurt him. It was just then that :i
hel~ to ~ave Poker Jack. If we don't find the growl sounded in the bushes, and the next secon l
Wh1.t.e Girl Captive of the Sioux by to-morrow
the -mate... o;f_ tbP- .slain b:ea:r appeared. rt wu::
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big fellow, too, and when Hop saw it he turned
to flee. But, unfortunately, his toe caught ag~inst
a root and he fell. The be.ar acted much quicker
than Charlie thought it would, and, with an angry
growl, it sprang for the prostrate Chinaman.
Crang! The scout fired, and the next minute
th"e animal and the Chinaman were rolling on the
ground in a mixed mess.
"Hip hi!" yelled Hop, as he rolled over from a
kick the dying bear landed upon him. "Me allee
samee velly muchee scare, so be. Stoppee ! Hip
hi!"
Charlie grabbed him and pulled him out of the
way.
"You're all right, you heathen galoot!" he exclaimed. "What in thunder did yer want ter
trip fur, anyhow'?"
"Me no helpee," declared Hop. "Bear allee
samee comee muchee quickee."
Fortunately he was not hurt much, and when he
had brushed himself off he turned to the dead
bears and shook his fist at them.
"Makee too muchee scare, so be," he said.
Hop picked up his knife and the two began
the work of cutting off what they wanted from
the two bear carcasses. It did not take them
long to do this, and then they started back, well
laden from the results of the brief hunt. It was
not much mo1e than half an ho"ur from the time
they started when they got to the mvine. They
found that everything had been made ready to
leave, and, pausing long enough to relate 'what
had happened to the Chinaman, the scout mounted
his horse. A few minutes later they were following the trail made by Spotted Wolf and his
braves. Half a mile up the mountainside they
lost the trail of the redskins. But Wild cared
nothing for this. Both he and Jim knew the exact direction to go in order to reach the camp,
1:10 there was nothing in that.
Anyhow, they
meant to steer clear of them, as has been stated.
To such experienced Westerners as Young Wild
West and his partners it was easy to pick a way
to get to a certain point, and unless they were
halted by some abyss or perpendicular cliff they
were bound to get where they wanted to go.
And even if they were halted, they could go
around and lfl.nd a way. Our friends kept right
on, heading in a direction that was slightly to the
left of the place where the Sioux camp was located. On they went, sometimes being compelled
to halt and lead their horses over dangerous
places. But once they got up our hero would be
satisfied, for he meant to come back by the route
the Sioux used. It was firmly fixed in his mind
that he was going to effect the release of the
White Girl Captive of the Sioux, as well as save
her cowboy lover. They were more than an hour
in reaching a place which Wild thought was far
enough, and then Jim dismounted and ascended
the tallest tree there was there. The boy soon
found that the dashing young deadshot had used
very good judgment, for not more than a mile
away he could see the Indian camp. Jim took a
good look and saw that Poker Jack was tied to a
tree and in no immediate danger, and then, after
counting the redskins as well as he could he came
down the tree. He quickly let his companions
know the result of his investigation, and then
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every one was pleased, for they felt that they had
outwitted the Sioux.
They moved on, and in a very few minutes
they found as good a place to camp as they could
expect to in such a part of the mountains. The
spot they chose was a hollow under an overha~ging cliff, forming a half circle. In order to drive
them from it the Indians must expose themselves
for a distance of a full hundred yards, and to such
marksmen -as our friends were the Sioux could but
stand a very poor show. The place being selected,
the Crdnamen· went right at work putting things
in shape. In less than half an hour they had
everything fixed to their liking, even to a supply
of wood to keep the fire going. The smoke they
caused could hardly be seen at the Indian camp
because there was a high, wooded ridge between
them. It would fade into nothingness before it
got that high.
Yet the distance between the two points was
barely a mile.
"I reckon we'll take a little scout and find out
just how the land lies, Charlie," said Wild, when
they bad finished arranging things. "Jim, you
keep a sharp watch, for we don't want to let the
1·edskins steal a march on us if we can help it."
"You can bet that they won't get here, Wild!"
was Dart's reply.
"All right, then. Come on, Charlie!" .
The clashing young deaclshot and the scout sei
out to pay a vist to the Sioux camp in the interest of the White Girl Captive and her cowboy
lover.

CHAPTER VIII.-The White Girl Captive.
Poker Jack Hayes had not long been an inmate
of the Sioux camp before he got a chance to see his ·
sweetheart. The White Girl Captive was brought
out of the teepee that had been allotted to her
as her place of abode while in the power of her
rascally captors, for the purpose of tormenting
the cowboy, and also to show her how useless it
was for her to think of getting away from the
band of Indians, unless her friends should come
to the terms the old chief wanted to make: Poker
Jack's face flushed with pleasure when he saw
his sweetheart, and she, too, lighted up, causing
Spotted Wolf to frown deeply. But the chief
caused the girl to be led straight to the man, so
they might talk together, he thinking that it
would be the means of helping along the fiendish
game he was, playing.
"Oh, Jack!" cried the girl, as she reached him
and fell sobbing on his breast. · "I was hoping
that you would lead the soldiers here and rescue
me. Oh, oh!"
"I was hopin' so, too, Susie," he replied, trying
to appear cool and unconcerned. "But I heard up
at ther fort that Young Wild West an'. his pards
had been sent fur, an' I went down ter Cheyenne
ter meet 'em. I found 'em last night, an' they're
right close by now. Don't you worry no more.
They'll be here putty soon. Ther day won't be
over afore Young Wild West will light on this
here camp an' make ther redskins understand tha1
they've run ther length of their rope. Why, they
shpt two of ther galoots j111st afore noon, gal) 1es1
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keep a stiff upper lip. It's all goin' ter come out sudden gleam that came in the dark eyes of the
right. You've done nobly so far, an' it can't squaw told plainly that she meant it.
last much longer."
"Well, you have said that you thought a great
"No, Jack; it can't last much longer.. I coul~'t deal of me, and that you would not allow any
stand it if it did," was the 1"eply. "This morning harm to befall me; now I say to you, save my
I almost thought that Silver Stream, the chief's lover! Think of what you would do fol" your
daughter, was going to give in to me and plead own lover, and act as though you were in my
with her father for my liberty. But she wouldn't place."
do it, Jack; she says she can't do that mu~h, but
"I have no lovel', Susie. I love the young- palewill not let me be harmed so long as she 1s kept face, but he does not know it. Anyhow, he does
with me."
not love me, I know. I hardly think he would
"Well, she's been some good to yer, anyhow," know me if he came here and saw me now. B!.it
the cowboy answered. "I don't s'p_ose she dares he is far away, and I never expect to see him
ter come out an' do any more fur yer. Old again. He is the greatest young bTave of all the
Spotted Wolf wouldn't allow it."
palefaces, I have heard, and he has a paleface
"Oh she is not afraid of her fathe:·," was the maiden he calls his sweetheart. Silver Stream
girl's ~-eply. "She seems to wield a big' influence has no 1·ight to love him, but she can't help it."
with him, too."
"You only saw him once, you say, Silver
"Good! Then maybe you kin git her ter put a Stream?"
word in fur me. I reckon ther galoots might try
"Yes, only once; but I loved him the moment
ter git 1·id of me if Young WUd West don't hap- I looked upon his handsome form and face. It
pen ter git here in time."
. .
was a year ago, when he, with the soldiers,
When they had been talking togethel" a little · stopped the Sioux and the Utes from the war on
more than five minutes the Indian maiden re- the palefaces. It was his great work that did it,
ferred to as the daughter of the chief came out of and the palefaces made much of him. Though
the teepee and walked over to them.
he helped kill many of my tribe, I loved him all
"The paleface maiden will now come baclc to the more, and when he walked through the camp
her teepee," she said, in a musical voice. "She after it was all over, I waited for him to look
has seen and talked with her lover, and she must upon me and smile. Others of the palefaces did
be satisfied."
look upon me, and some of them told me I was
"No Silver Stream," retorted Susie. "I want to very pretty. But he walked on, thinking only of
talk l~nger with him."
his own paleface maiden with th.e yellow hair."
The Sioux maiden shook her head.
"What is the name of this paleface boy, Silver
She took the girl by the arm and gently forced Stream?" queried Susie, who had become deeply
her to let her go to her captive lover.
interested in what the squaw said, in spite of the
"Go on, Susie," said Poker Jack, gritti~g- upon terrible situation she was placed in.
his teeth to keen back his emotion. "Yer km come
"Young Wild West," came the reply from the
out an' hrwe another little talk with me putty lips
of Silve1· Stream, while her dark eyes fairly
soon maybe. That squaw ain't ther sort ter go
back' on ye1· if yer insist on doin' it. I'm wo1th danced.
"What!" gasped the White Captive of the Sioux.
a hundrecl d~ad men yet, an' don't yer furgi'.; it!''
"Why,
Young Wild West is not far from here
The eyes of the captive girl brightened and her
wan cheeks flushed as she heard his cheering now, Silver Stream. It was he and his partners
words. As the cowboy had told our friends, Susie who shot the braves you told me about a little
Morse was a very pretty girl. It was plat!l that while ago. He is coming to save me."
It is rarely that Indians give way to their
a certain degree of sympathy existed between
emotion, but Silver Stream was an exception just
the Sioux maiden and the fair captive. But then.
whether or not it would ultimateJ.y be the means
must see the brave, young paleface if he is
of assisting the freeing of Susie remained to be so "I
near," she said. "But I will not let him know
seen. As the two entered the teepee and sat do,yn
on the warm skins and blankets, the whit~ gnl that I love him. That would not do. I must first
find that he loves me."
broke into a flood of tears.
Susie Morse began to think that at last a way
"Don't crv" the squaw said, consolingly: "Silhad opened for her escape from her fiendish capver Stream
never see you harmed~ Su.;ie."
"But Jack must not be harmed, either, Si!vE'l' tors. She knew what it was to love, and when
Stream." came the quick retort, as the girl looked she learned that the daughter of Spotted Wolf
was in love with the very person her promised
her in ·t he eyes. "I will die if he does!"
husband placed so much reliance in she could but
The Indian maiden shook her head.
"Spotted Wolf has declared war on the paie- feel encouraged.
"To win Young Wild West from his own sweetfaces" she said slowly. "He has committed many
murd~rs, as the palefaces say, and he will ne heart Silver Stream should not try," she,said. "But
hanged if the soldiers catch him. He kno_ws th 1 s, if she finrls that he does Jove her, then it will be
and he will kill the paleface he has twice cap- different."
"The paleface maiden speaks straight," replied
tured for it will be no worse for him in the en,l."
"Silver Stream," said Susie, calming herself by the squaw. "Silver Stream will never tell of her
a great effort, "you say that you love a paleface love to Young Wild West unless she knows that
boy. Would yQu let your father kill him if he it is right for her to do so. She will die first,
Susie!"
were here in the place of my lover?"
"Ugh!"
"Nol"
·
.
The guttural exclamation sounded at the enThe answer flashed back quickly enough, and the
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finding that she was in no hurry to get the wate1
she had come for, Wild decided to go on and steal
up behind the cowboy prisoner and cut him loose,
But just then he gave a start, for he heard hia
name mentioned by the squaw.- Charlie heard it,
too, and they both listened.
"The paleface maiden loves, and so do I," she
said, speaking in English, and in a low, musical
voice. "She loves the man she calls Jack, and I
CHAPTER IX.-Wild Saves the Cowboy.
love Young Wild West. Yes! Silver Stream loves
Wild and Charlie made their way quickly along the paleface boy, but he does not know it. He
the mo·,mtainside. It was a great deal easier to never will know it, unless he shows that he loves
travel on foot than to go by horse the1·e, and they Silver Stream."
Wild was puzzled, for he could not remembm
gradually neaTed the camp of the Sioux. The
two kept on, moving cautiously, and it was not of having seen the squaw, try as he might. The
long before they could smell the smoke of a fire scout grinned, for evidently he thought it was
a good thing that Silver Stream, as he heard
that was not far away.
Wild and Charlie became very cautious now.
her call herself, was in love with Wild. It might
"You stay right here, Charlie, and I'll go and help out a great deal. Silver Stream was evidently satisfied with the way she looked now, for
see what I can do for Poker Jack."
"All right," was the reply. "Yer kin bet yer she arose, and, taking the pail, dipped it into the.
life that I'll shoot if yer happen ter git catched." pool. When it was filled she started back for the
Wild stole _up to the camp. The redskins had a camp, acting as though she was much satisfied
fire going in the center of the hollow they were with her trip to the brook. Wild started · after
located in, and they were sitting around it in a her, ·cautioning Charlie to remain where he was,
circle. It was easy for our hero to pick out the and be ready for anything that might happen.
teepee that the White Girl Captive of the Sioux
The brave boy knew that they were going to
was confined in, for .there w6re but two of them, have a haTd time in getting away, even if they
and one of them was thrown open, disclosing the succeeded in getting the cowboy free. Then, too,
chief sitting there, smoking his pipe. Fully ~enty their presence in the vicinity would become
feet from the fire was the tree that Poker Jack known. But it was hardly likely that the redwas tied to, and there was not an Indian within skins would think that they were camped so near,
a dozen .feet of him. The dashing young deadshot and it might be that they would go on down to
took in the situation in less than ten seconds. It the ravine, thinking the escape had bee:a made to
occurred to him that he never- had an easier that place. This was the hope they had to rely
chance to rescue a captive than right now. Then upon, and, figming it out that way, Wild crept
he noficed that one of the redskins sat so he faced around and got behind the tree to which Poker
the teepee the girl prisoner was in, and that his Jack was bound. The Indians were still gatheyes seldom left it. This told the boy that if the ered in a circle about the fire. But the one
Sioux thought there was any danger anywhere it who was watching the teepee before still had his
eyes fixed upon it, and this told our hero that he
would come from that teepee.
"I reckon I'll get at work now," he muttered. had been appointed by the chief fo1· that pu}'flose.
"Poker Jack fii'St, and then the girl captive."
·
Spotted Wolf was smoking away in silence, but
But just then the flap of the teepee opened and when his daughter came back with the water
out stepped Silver Stream. Wild never remem- from the brook his eyes followed her, and Wild
bered of having seeit he1.· before, so he did not could ~ot help noticing that there was a peculiar
have cause to do anything out of the ordinary gleam in them.
just then. That the squaw was in love with him
"He acts as though he was not on the best
he did not know. · But he was destined to find of terms with Silver Stream," thought Wild. "I
this out, and that quickly. Silver Stream picked wonder what it all means, anyhow? Why should
up a pail and started for a little mountain stream that squaw be in love with me? .I don't underthat was right where Charlie was in waiting. Wild stand. I am not in the habit of leading gfrls
had noticed the spot, and he thought he had bet- · to take a notion to me, especially squaws. Well,
ter go and warn the scout to be on the lookout, she must have seen me somewhere. Anyhow, it
in case he. did not see the squaw approaching. makes little difference to me, so long as I acNoiselessly he crept back to where he had left complish my purpose.''
The supreme moment had nearly arrived, for
him. Charlie was still there, and one glance at
him told Wild that he knew the squaw was com- he saw that there could be no better chance than
to act at that time. Creeping behind the tree,
ing.
"Hide yourself, Charlie," said the young dead- he reached out and touched Poker Jack on the
shot. "There is a good chance to free the cowboy leg. As he supposed, the cowboy was too well
now. I'll go after him as soon as the squaw gets tr~ined to cry out or otherwise make known that
there was some one behind him. But the pristhe water and goes back to the teepee." ·
"All right," was the whispered reply, and then oner was really much surprised, though he had
been hoping right along that Young Wild West
they both crept into tha.,.bushes.
The next minute Silver Stream appeared. But, would come to_.his rescue. Wild said not a worrl,
instead of dipping the pail into the pool, she sat but proceeded to cut the rope that bound the llllJ.n
down on the ground before the water and began to the tree. He soon had it done, and still tihe
11urveying herself in the mirror-like surface. Our redskins were not aware that any such th!;-ig
two friends were within a tlozen feet of her, and, would happen, The nen moment Wild ·-cut- iihe

trance of the teepee, and as the two maidens
looked around they saw the face of Spotted Wolf,
That he had heard their conversation they both
knew, and now a new difficulty confronteu the
White Girl Captive of the Sioux.
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rope that bound the arms of the cowboy. Then he
slipped a revolver in his hand and . gave a slight
pull on the sleeve of his coat, which meant that
he was to leave his position and follow him,
Poker Jack cast a look at the teepee his sweetheart was in, and then he stepped around behind
the tree.
"Come on!" whispered Wild. "We will get the
girl later."
A nod was the 1·eply, and then the two hurriedly, but noiselessly, left the spot. And the
Indians, utterly unconscious of the fact that their
prisoner had escaped, remained in the circle
about the fire, the smoke flying across the open
space as a gust of wind from the north hit it,
shutting off the scene.
CHAPTER X.-Wild Makes a Failure of It.
Young Wild West was elated at the easy way
the release of the prisoner had been effected.
As soon as they got about a hundred yards
from the camp he halted, as Cheyenne Charlie
was right close by.
"I reckon I may as well go back and have a
ti-y for the girl," he said. "The redskins don't
seem to be taking much notice of things, so I
may as well strike while the iron is hot."
But just then a yel! sounded, and then he knew
that the escape of the cowboy had been discovered.
"Don't run!" he whispered, as Poker Jack made
a m.ove to dash away.
"Here's a tree that we kin climb inter, an' be
out of sight of 'em, if yer want ter stay around
here, Wild," the scout spoke up. "I reckon they'll
go clown ther trail pell-mell, thinkin' we've headed
fur ther ravine. They won't think ter look so
close by fur us."
"That's right, Charlie," our hero answered, as
he looked at the tree and nodded.
It was a thick pine, and there was plenty of
room for all three to conceal themselves in its
branches. At a motion from our hero Poker Jack
started up the tree. Charlie followed, and then
came Wild. The boy was not a minute too soon,
either, for just then ful!y a score of the redskins
came in sight.. It so happened that the path they
had made in going to and from their retreat led
right along close to the very tree our friends had
taken refuge in. Charlie sat hugging a limb with
his left arm, his revolver grasped in his right, as
Wild came up.
"Don't shoot at them," cautioned our hero, who
thougM the scout might forget himself and open
fire if the Sioux came pretty close. A nod was
the reply, and then they watched and waited for
the rerlskins to go past. After the first loud yell
the Si 0nx remained silent, no doubt thinking it
best not to let the escaping prisoner and those
who harl aided him know that they were after
them. They went on down the mountainside,
some of them coming within twenty feet of the
tree. They went right on, and our hero took care
to count them. There were just twenty of them,
and the old chief was one of the number. As they
got partly out of hearing he went on up to the
top of the tree and took a look around. It was
only natural that he should turn his l?'aze fn the

direction the redskins were going first, and when
he saw that they were hurrying on down the
mountain he gave a nod of satisfaction and turned
his eyes toward the camp. Much to his surprise,
he saw two redskins leading the White Girl Captive from the teepee. They took her to the very
tree the cowboy had been tied to and proceeded to
bind her to it.
Silver Stream stood in front of the teepee, looking on, but she did not offer to interfere. When
he saw that there were just nineteen redskins left
at the camp Young Wild West gave a sigh of satisfaction and started to descend the tree.
"I reckon I'll soon free the girl now," he muttered. "If we can't get away from that lot of
redskins, I'll miss my guess, that's all!"
Down he went, and when he got to where Charlie and the cowboy were he said to them:
' now.
"Come on clown. I am going after the
I reckon I'll come pretty near getting her, too."
"Oh, I only hope you do!" exclaimed Jack.
fervently.
"Well, I want you fellows to stand readv to do
some shooting, for the chances are that there will
have to be some done this time. I won't have
such an easy time fooling the redskins as I did
in your case, for they will think that we are all
close by. Take it cool, and be ready for anything
that happens."
The young deadshot quickly dropped to the
ground, so lightly that his feet made not the
least sound. Then he started without delay for
the camp of the Sioux. In less than a minute he
was within fifty feet of it. Two of the Indians
were guarding the girl, as though they meant
sure that she would not make her escape as her
lover had done. The rest were standing about
the fire, listening for the shout they expected to
hear when the chief and the others overtook the
-escaping cowboy and those who had cut him loose.
Wild saw that a clump of bushe1o lay between him
and the tree, and he figured it out that .he might
be able to cut the girl loose and get her away before the rest were aware of it, providing he could
overcome the two guards. He did not want to
shoot them-for it was not his way to do that, unless it was absolutely necessary, such as saving a
human life. He reached the bush, determined to
make a grand effort, however.
Charlie and the cowboy would surely open fire
on the redskins should they press him too hard.
As he stepped from behind the bush, a revolver in
his hand, his foot pressed upon a dry twig and it
snapped. Instantly the two redskins turned their
heads and saw him. The1·e was ho backing down
now, and as one of them drew a tomahawk from
his belt the young deaclshot sprang forward.
Divining his intention, the nearest of the redskins
mane a leap for him. Changing the revolver in
his hand so be grasped it by the muzzle, the young
deadshot struck out with it. Then something
happened in the way of an interference. As Wild
felled one of the redskins by a blow from the
butt of his revolver, and sprang for the one with
the tomahawk, the chief's daughter suddenly appeared. Raising he1· hands, she exclaimed:
"Go back, Young Wild West! I will save herl•
But at that instant half a dozen of the redskill8
who had been gathered about the fire camp rush-
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Jng for the spot. Wild knew he was in for it, so he
called out loudly:
"Look out, Charlie! They're after me!"
The redskin with the tomahawk then let the
weapon fly at him. The boy cleverly ducked and
ftred almost at the same moment. Down went
the Sioux in a heap.
Crack-crack! Twice more the brave boy fired,
for he saw two of the others in the act of aiming
at him with their guns.
"Run, Young Wild West! Run!" screamed Silver Stream. "They dare not shoot you. I will
not let them!"
Then she turned upon the braves fuliously and
ordered them to let the boy alone. They were
checked temporarily, and, not wishing to be
caught, Wild started from the spot. But two of
the braves had seen fit to run around behind him
before the squaw had commanded them te let
him go, and, disregarding what she said, they
pounced upon the young deadshot and bore him
to the ground. The revolver was knocked from
his grasp and a kick from one of the redskins
dazed him completely. He struggled to free him·
self as soon as he realized what was up, but it
was useless.
Crack-crack-crack! Half a dozen of the redskins were now after Charlie and Poker Jack, who
were letting them know that it was extremely
dangerous for them to come too close. Meanwhile
Silver Stream was doing her level best to make
those who had the boy, and were binding him
hand and foot, to let him go. But they absolutely
refused to take any orders from her, they no
doubt knowing it would be against the wishes of
the chief.
"Never mind, Silver Stream," said Wild, coolly,
as he saw how useless it was for her to interfere
in his behalf. "I'll get away all right. Take it
easy. Wait till your father comes back."
The squaw's eyes brightened like stars wnen
she heard him speak her name. Wild knew it
would have effect on her, for had he not heard
her say that she loved him? It was only natural
that he should use what he knew to save his life,
though he did not mean for an instant to make
her think that he thought anything of her. As
he was picked up and carried close to the blazing
logs he could hear shooting in the distance, whicll
told him that Charlie and the cowboy were being
hotly pursued. But he did not fear much for
them, since they had a good start, and if they
were not cut off by the rest of the band, as they
came back, they ought to reach the camp all
right.
"I hope they get there," he thought. "If they
do they will be able to hold the camp against the
redskins for they will not all go to attack it at
one tim~, anyhow. If they do I will have a sure
chance to get away, for that squaw will do about
anything for me, I think."
Silver Stream came near him, and as one of the
bJaves ~icked up a blazing stick and put it toward
the boy s face to give him a taste of what they
thought would come a little later, she struc·tc it
from his hand.
"Don't harm a hair in his head!" she cried, :tn
her own language, which Wild understood quite
well. "If you do I will kill you! I am the chief's
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daughter, and I am in command when he is away."
This caused the redskin to desist, though it was
evident that he did not fear her greatly. The
same two who had been guarding the White Girl
Captive were now in cha1·ge of her, and the situ~tion was much worse than before for her, 1t
seemed. But Young Wild West was not much
alarmed.
'
"If that squaw is not able to save me I'll mi.sa
my guess, that's all!" he thought to himself.

CHAPTER XI.-The Sioux Lose in a Skirmish.
Cheyenne Charlie had not turned and fled until
he saw that there was absolutely no chance to
save Wild. But he knew pretty well that, since
the youn.g squaw had interfered in his behalf, the
boy was not in any great danger. He ran with
the cowboy, and every time the redskins fired at
them he turned and let a couple of shots go at
them, generally with great effect, too. He had a
rifle, and he knew how to handle it, too. Poker
Jack had Wild's rifle, since the boy had not
deemed it wise to take it with him when he went
to free the girl captive, and he, too, did some
telling work. Before they were half way to the
camp they had dropped five of the pursuing
Sioux, and this meant a whole lot to them, since
it made the rest more cautious. It was a running fight nearly all the way.
But just before the camp was reached the two
managed to throw the redskins off their track,
and then they stole along in silence and finally
reached the camp. Jim and the girls were waiting behind the rocks that were clustered about the
retreat they had taken possession of, their rifles
ready to deal out lead when the redskins came in
view. Charlie waved his hand for them to keep
quiet, and they did so.
"Where's Wild?" Arietta asked, anxiously,
when she saw he was not fetching up in the rear.
"Ther Injuns has got him," answered the ·scout.
"But it's all right, I reckon. There's a squaw
there what's in love with him, an' she ain't goin'
ter see him hurt."
"A squaw in love with him!" Arietta echoed.
"Yes; I'll tell yer all about it as soon as I catch
my breath. Jim, jest be on ther lookout, will yer?
There'll be about thirty redskins here afore we
know it!"
Poker Jack was warmly welcomed, though there
was a gloom over the camp on account of the
mishap to Wild. The scout had just about related the circumstances of the case when the redskins came in sight.
"Give it to 'em; it's ther only way!" he exclaimed.
Then he opened fire on the Sioux, who were
right before them. The rest joined in the firing,
and half a dozen of them fell before they could
get to cover.
"I reckon that sorter took ther starch out of
'em," remarked Poker Jack, nodding his approval.
"Jest let 'em kee~ it up! Then it'll be all ther
easier ter save Wild an ther gal."
"Well, if the squaw promised to save your
sweetheart, as you say you heard her cry out to
Wild, and she is fo love with Wild, I rather think

(
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that they both stand a pretty good show," Arietta
answered. "I am not a bit jealous of the squaw,
though I don't underntand how it is that she
came to fall in love with him."
"He don't, either, nor do any of us, I reckon,"
said Charlie. "But look out, there! Here comes
some more of ther red varmints. It's ther gang
we sent on a wild goose chase. Steady there,
Jack! Don't Yer pull till you've got yer man covered!"
Crang! The scout's weapon spoke with a report that echoed through the opening in the
mountainside. Cra-a--ck! The girls joined in
the firing, and for the next two minutes there was
a 1·egular fusillade pouring into the ranks of the
advancing Sioux. They answered the fire, of
course, but our friends were so well protected by
the rocks that they were not harmed in the least.
As the horses were further back along the foot of
the cliff, the Indians could not get in view of
them, so they were spared being shot. There was
no doubt but that the red fiends would have
opened fire on the horses had they but had the
chance, for they would have considered the palefaces more sure of falling into their hands then.
But our friends had chosen well when they took
the place they were located in. The Sioux diri
not attempt to get to them again, but withdrew
,o ut of sight, leaving their dead and dying where
they fell.
"I reckon there's quite a good ways from forty
of 'em now, Jack," said the scout, when he found
that the danger was over for the present. "Jest
look out there!"
The cowboy nodded as he saw the bodies lying
about.
"A dozen of 'em, if there's one!" he exclaimed.
"This beats anything I ever had in ther line of
fightin' redskins. I'll be mighty glad when it's
over."
"Well, it won't be over to-day, it ain't likely.
We won't dare ter venture away from here so
long as it's light, that's certain. It are a putty
sure thing that some of 'em will stay around ter
watch us, an' ther first chance they git they'll
let us have it. We'll have ter wait till it gits
dark afore we try ter do anything fur Wild an'
ther gal. It may be that they both show up afore
that time, fur if Silver Stream, as ther name
of the squaw is, has pull enough with ther old
chief she'll git 'em clear. She's Spotted Wolf's
darter, an' I sorter reckon that he'll listen t.er
her somewhat."
"Not in a case of this kind, I'm afraid," answered the cowboy. "She may keep 'em from
hurtin' Wild or Susie; but she won't be able ter
make him let 'em go free. That would E<Pile all
his chances of gittin' pardoned. Spotted Wolf'
won't let Susie go, nohow. You kin bet on that!"
"That's about the size of it," Jim spoke up. "I
reckon we'll have to wait till dark, and then strike
out and do something, Charlie."
"Me go, too, so be," chimed in Hop, who had
been taking in all that had been said. "Me allee
samee helpee savee Misler Wild."
"All :r;ight, Hop," Charlie replied, "I reckon it
won't be ther first time you've helped out in cases
like thk?. Wild has go_t ter be got away from ther
red galoots afore they take a notion ter kill him.
l'here ain't no use in sayin' anything different!"

But it would hardly be safe for any of them to
venture out while the dayli,:;ht lasted, so they decided to stick to what they had first agreed upon,
which was to wait until darkness, and then Charlie and Jim would strike out and see what they
could do. If Hop wanted to go he could, as Charlie had said. Our friends had little to say as
they waited. With Wild missing there was a
gloom over the camp. But when it was time for
the supper to be cooked Charlie bade Wing get at
it, while he guarded the approach of the redsk,ns,
who might see the Chinaman at work and think
it was a good chance to fire a volley at him. Ju::,t
as the meal was finished a few :flakes of snow
were seen falling.
"She's comin'!" exclaimed the scout. "But
never mind. Ther snow will help us ter git Wild,
I reckon. Come on, Jim! Are y~r ready?"
"Yes, Charlie," was the r~ply,., "I reckon it is
dark enoug·h, so we will go ~w."
"Me go, too, so be," sp~e-"up Hop, who was
-l:.:-i,,: '
quite ready.

CHAPTER XII.-What Silver Stream Did.
Wild was kept lying on the ground close to the
fire for a rather long time. Silver Stream had
taken her position near the captive girl, and she
remained there, her eyes fixed· upon the helpless
young deadshot the biggest p4r.t of tb.e time. It
was evident that the squaw had been in charge
while the chief was away. They all heard the
shooting as Charlie and the cowboy made their
escape, but after that all was in silence. But
finally t'he chief came in with all his surviving,
braves but two, and they had been left to watch
the camp of the palefaces. Spotted Wolf had lost
heavily that afternoon, and there was a worried
look in his eyes as he came into the camp. It had
been his orders to tie the white captive to the
tree, and when he saw that she was still there his
face brightened a little. But when his attention
was called to the prisoner lying by the fire he
uttered an exclamation of joy.
"It is Young Wild West!" he cried, as he leaned
over and took a good look. "Spotted Wolf knows
the paleface boy. Ugh! Me feel fine! Young
Wild West will die in the fire when the darkness
comes. His :flesh and bones will help kindle the
flame that lights up the night. The. paleface
must die, if Spotted Wolf gets a rope around his
neck fo1· it. The chief has spoken."
Then he gave the helpless boy a spiteful kick.
At this Silver Stream strode before her father,
her eyes blazing with indignation.
"My father must not strike the paleface boy
when he cannot help himself!" she said. "Silver
Stream loves her father, and she has obeyed him
in everything, but if he harms one hair in the
head of Young Wild West she will turn against
him. She will no longer call th,e great Sioµx
chief her father."
Spotted Wolf looked at her in amazement. This
was entirely unexpected to him, and he could not
quite understand it.
"Silver Stream .i s crazy!" he finally blurted out.
"She had better go to her teepee."
"Silver Stream is not crazy," was the reply.
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"She means just what she said. Young Wild Wolf will now do as she says. Young Wild West
West must not be harmed!"
will not be harmed."
"The paleface boy will die before another sun,
"Well, I would like to get away from here, SilSilver Stream. You go to your teepee!"
ver Stream. How about it?"
But the Indian maiden laughed scornfully.
"Young Wild West must not ask questions,"
"I will not go until my father promises me that was the quick reply. "He has heard what Silver
he will not harm Young Wild West!" she said.
Stream has said."
"All right. I'll quit, then."
The chief turned to two of his braves and uttered a command. Then next minute the girl was
Our hero did not want to lead her on and make
seized by the two redskins. But they were not her think that he cared anything for her, so he
going to carry out the orders of Spotted Wolf decided not to say anything more. The afternoon
very easily. Silver Stream was not used to that soon passed. Snow was coming, and Wild saw
kind of treatment, and she was not going to sub- the redskins making preparations for it. That
mit to it, either. Tearing herself free from the they did not much like the idea of it was evident,
redskins, she pulled a gleaming knife from her for the braves had very little in the way of shelbelt and struck the neare3t one on the arm. The ter. Several of them began cutti.I}.g cedars, which
bi·ave uttered a howl of pain and sprang back out they put together in the form of a pyramid and
of the way. The other respected the knife to the formed a big teepee or lodge. There were but
extent that he, too, got out of the way. Then it twenty-five of them now, and that made it easier
was that Spotted Wolf leaped toward the girl, as to arrange accommodations for them. When night
though to strike her to the ground. She did not fell all the cedars in the vicinity had been cut and
flinch, however, and stood with the knife clenched put to use, and there was now a big pile of them
in her hand, as though she meant to use it, even close to the blazing fire. As Wild looked at them
on her own father, in case she deemed it neces- it occurred to him that they would make a big
sary. The girl's manner awed the chief not a blaze and warm up things if they once got
little. It was the first time she had refused to started.
obey him, much more to openly defy him, and he
''Charlie and Jim will be along pretty soon,"
could not comprehend it. But he gradually gave he muttered as the snowflakes began to fall.
in to her, much to the surprise of his braves.
"Then something will happen. I expect to stop
"Silver Stream is crazy," he said, turning to in our own camp to-night, and the White Girl
them. "She will come to her senses by and by." Captive will, too. That is about the way I figure
·
"I will watch ~e paleface brave," the squaw de- it out., anyhow:"
The darkness deepened and the snow fell faster.
clared, not noticing his remark.
Then she stooped and cut the rope that was tied It was getting to be decidedly uncomfortable
about the ankles of our hero. One of the Indians where the boy was now, and just as he was going
made a move to stop her, but a menace with the to call out to Silver Stream to supply him with
knife caused him to change his mind. Taking another blanket, so he might shield himself from
Wild by the arm, the chief's daughter assisted the storm, she came out with a big buffalo skin..
him to his feet. Then she conducted him to a This she put over the boy so it entirely concealed
tree that was almost at the very entrance to the his form. And as she adjusted it about him she
teepee she occupied with the White Girl Captive cleverly cut the ropes that bound him and left the
of the Sioux. The redskins watched every move knife at his side. Wild felt a thrill of exultation.
she made, and when they saw her proceed to He knew now that the time was coming quickly
bind the boy to the tree they looked a bit re- when he would have a chance to escape. But the
lieved. Silver Stream made a thorough job of Indians were keeping a close watch on him, and
the tying process, and without the aid of some he knew it. This made him think that he would
have to bide his time and wait for the proper
one Wild could not hope to get loose.
Having done this, the Indian maiden walked moment. Meanwhile Silver Stream went back
over to where Susie Morse was bound to the tree into the teepee and told Susie what she had done.
"Will it be safe for you to remain here if Young
and quickly cut her loose. Then she led her to
the teepee and both went insid~- Wild was much Wild West escapes?" 5he asked. "Your father
pleased at what had taken place. He saw in it and his braves will surely know that you did it."
"Silver Stream will go, too.
The paleface
t'he ultimate release of himself and the white girl.
But he did not act as though he was hopeful, as maiden will go with her, and they will go to the
,he did not want the Sioux to think anything like camp of Young Wild West. Silver Stream will
that. The squaw had said he should not be harmed no longer stay with he1· father, who has made
and he was willing to stake his life on her word war on the palefaces!"
This was music in the ears of the fair captive.
just then. The tree to which the squaw had tied
.him was not very far from the fire, and as the At last she was to be free! She could scarcely
teepee shut off the cold wind from the north from believe it true, but when she looked into the eyes
him, he was not very uncomfortable. It was not of the squaw in the light cast out by the blazing
long before Silver Stream came from the teepee, fire a short distance away, she saw that there was
hawever, and she had a big, warm blanket with naught but sincerity and truthfulness there.
her.
.
"Young Wild West can sit down and keep himself warm," she said, smiling at him. "Silver
CHAPTER XIII.-Hop Wah Is Captured.
Stream will fix it so he will not suffer."
"All right," Wild answered, nodding in a pleased
The ground was pretty well covered when Cheyway. "I hope you don't get into trouble for this."
"Silver Stream does not fear trouble. Spotted enne Charlie, Jim Dart and Hop Wah reached the
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vicinity of the Sioux camp. They had successfully eluded the two redskms who had been left
to watch the camp, as the falling snow had aided
them. As they finally came in sight of the Indian
camp and saw the big bunch of cedars that had
been erected to form a shelter for the braves,
the scout gave a nod of satisfaction.
"I reckon ther red galoots don't like this very
much," he observed, in a whisper to Jim. "Now,
then, let's find where Wild is."
"That looks like some one covered with a skin,
ove1· there by the teepee," Dart answered, pointing to the spot.
"It does, that's a fact. But whether it kin be
him or not, I ain't jest prepared to say. Howsumever, I'll find out mighty quick."
The snow was coming down so fast that objects could not be seen with any degree of clearness, so they all ventured around and got up
close to the teepee the two maidens were occupying. They Sioux seemed to feel perfectly safe
from being disturbed, and this was probably because they knew there were two of their number'
watching the camp of the palefaces.
"I reckon this is goin' ter be putty easy, by ther
looks of things, Jim," the scout whispered. "Jest
stay right here an' I'll creep up to that there tree
an' 'see what's there."
·
As Charlie moved over to carry out his intention, Hop pulled something from his pocket.
"Me makee allee samee biggee bang!" he explained in a whisper to Jim. "When um ledskins
findee lat Misler Wild allee samee gittee 'way
me makee. biggee fireclacker go off. Allee samee
set um ceitar tlees on fire an' makee nicee lillee
blazee."
"All right, Hop. But maybe you won't have to
do anything like that. The redskins are shivering about the fire, and they don't think there is
anything likely to happen just now. If Charlie
can get Wild free it will be all right."
Charlie was rapidly nearing the tree now.
The closer he got to it the more he became convinced that th~re was a human being sitting at
the foot of it, covered with a big skin. Just as
he got within ten feet of it he saw the skin
move, and then a pair of feet were pushed behind
the tree. The scout paused and watched. Slowly
but surely a human form came from under the
buffalo skin, leaving it almost in the exact shape
it had been in since Silver Stream had placed it
over our hero.
"It's Wild, as sure as guns!" exclaimed Charlie,
under his breath.
.
Of course it was, as the reader knows. The
yom:ig deadshot had decided to try to make his
escape just as the scout was creeping up to look
fo1· him. As he succeeded in getting behind the
tree Charlie whispered:
"I'm right here, Wild!"
"Good!" came the reply. "Now to save the girl
and light out for the camp.
Pausing long enough to give the hand of the
scout a hearty grip, our hero started to get
around to the 1·ear of the teepee. Charlie followed him, ready to shoot at the least sign of
danger. Reaching the back of the teepee, our
h.ero did not hesitate to cut a slit in the skins it
w-aio constructed of. Another slash and he had a

V-shaped opening. He thrust in his head and
found both inmates looking straight at him.
"Come," he said in a whisper, addressing the
white captive. "It is about time you changed
your quarters, I reckon."
"Silver Stream will go, too," answe1·ed the
squaw, before Susie could find words to make a
reply.
There was no other way out of it, so our he~o
simply said:
"All right. Come on! Now is the time."
The captive came out first, and then Silvet
Stream followed. But they were not to have ~s
smooth sailing as they thought, for at that m9ment Spotted Wolf came out of his teepee a:rrd
stalked t:o the tree where he thought Young Wila
West was a prisoner. Just what his idea in doing this was no one knew; but it might have been
that he wanted to hold a little conversation with
the young deadshot. The chief stalked to the
tree and gave the buffalo skin a kick. Then he
said, in guttural tones:
"Young Wild West can get ready to die! If
Silver Stream says no she will die, too! Spotted Wolf has spoken."
This was plainly heard by our friends and
every one else in the camp. Wild took the captive girl by the arm and led her from the. spot.
Charlie and Silver Stream followed. But they
could see the chief bending over the buffalo skin
as they left, and the next minute a cry of rage
escaped his lips. Pulling a hatchet from his belt,
he sprang to the teepee and threw open the
flap. A single glance sufficed to show him that
it was empty. Then it was that the warwhoop
of the Sioux left his lips and the camp was roused and ready for action. Hop Wah, waiting with
Jim Dart, concluded it high time to act now. He
ql:!ickly struck a match and lighted the fuse that
was attached to the oblong object he held in his
hand. Jim saw Wild and Charlie making off
with the two girls, and he lost no time in running after them. Hop let the explosive go right
into the midst of the pile of cedars, and then he
turned to flee. But just then he tripped and fell
heavily to the ground, the fall stunning him ~emporarily. Bang! There was a loud explosion
and the cedars were scattered. This put the redskins in a panic, and they ran hither and thither,
not knowing just what to do. It was fully a
minute before the clever Chinaman recovered
sufficiently to rise to his feet. But when he did
get up he was seized almost immediately by one
of the braves who happened to run that way.
"Hip hi!" yelled the Chinaman. "Help, Misler
Wild! Me allee sa:rrtee gittee catchee1"
The Sioux caught him by the throat and choked
him to silence. A sharp call from him brought
others there, and then Hop was carried bodily to
the light of the fire. Some of the cedars had
been blown into the fire and they were now blazing away at a terrific pace. Hop did not struggle, for experience }}ad taught him that it was
useless in such cases. All but half a dozen of the
Sioux had now started in pursuit of the escaping captives. The chief was one of those who
had gone. The fact that they had caught a Chinaman made the braves think less of it. A Chinaman did not amount to much as a foe, in their
estimation. But it was really a wonder that they
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ried the two girls along with them at a rapid
pace. The result was that, though a few shots
were fired at them, they managed to elude the
Sioux, and in a little while they reached the camp.
The snow had been coming down so fast that it
was now neai-ly three inches deep, and if it kept
on all night it would be impossible to leave the
spot, even if they were not compelled to remain
there by the Indians. Both Wild and Charlie
knew that Hop had fallen into the hands of the
Sioux, for they had heard his shout for help,
But they had no chance to save him, so they lcr't
him for the time being.
"I reckon he'll make out all right, if they don't
keep him there till ther snow gits so deep that he
can't find his way here," Charlie observed.
"Don't keep him there!" echoed Poker Jack,
who was holding fast to his rescued sweetheart,
as though he was afraid she might be taken from
him again. "Yer don't think they're goin' ter let
him go, do ye1·, Charlie?"
"They'll have ter. Hop will see ter that. He
ain't ther galoot as stays in an Injun camp very -.
long. If they only don't tie him up, he'll git
away all right, see if he don't."
Crack! Just then a shot sounded and a bullet whizzed over the heads of the cowboy and
his sweetheart, who were partly exposed to the
view of the waiting Indians. They both got down
behind the rocks in a hurry.
"I reckon that was a mighty close call," de- - clared Jack. "If it wasn't snowin' so hard, ther
chances is that ther bullet would have hit one oi
us. Jest keep your head low, Susie."
"And you too, Jack," was the reply.
"Oh, I'm all right. It's you what has got ter
be careful. You've been through enough ter last
yer ther rest of your lifetime now, an' we want
ter git back to your father's ranch an' have ther
weddin' over with."
Silver Stream was sitting close to Anna and
Eloise, and as she listened to this convers~tion
her eyes grew misty.
"It very nice to be loved," she ventured, look~
ing at the girls and forcing a smile.
"Yes," answered Anna, gazing fondly at her
stalwart husband. "I suppose there is some one
among your people who loves you?"
"Silver Stream no cares for her people," was
the quick 1·etort.
Anna saw that she had made a mistake, so she
said no more. She now went over to where Arietta was crouching, a rifle in her hands. After
an interval of about ten minutes a volley was
fired and the bullets :flattened against the rocks.
Charlie and Poker Jack fired where the flashes
came from, but there was nothing heard to indicate that they had been any more successful than
had the redskins. The snow continued to fall,
and, to make it worse, a strong wind came up,
causing it to drift. Wild began to grow uneasy
about Hop, not so much as to his being in danger
of being slain by the Indians as to the possibility
of his making his escape and getting lost in the •
snow.
"Boys," said he, leaning over to where Charlie
CHAPTER XIV.-The Sea1•ch for Hop.
and Jim were sitting, "I reckon a couple of us
The explosion had caused havoc among the had better go and look for Hop."
"I'll go with ter, Wild," the scout answe1•ed
Indians and enabled Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie to get a good start, and they bur- quickly. "I don t want nothin' ter happen ter

did not kill him outright when they first got hold
of him. However, it was possible that because
the chief had gone in pursuit of those who had
escaped they meant to wait and let him pass
judgment on the prisoner. Evidently they did
not think it worth while to bind the Celestial, for
they simply forced him to the ground in front
of the teepee of Spotted Wolf and while the
rest of those who had remained strove to extinguish the flaming cedars two sat down to guard
him. Then it was that Ht>p resorted to his old
way of fooling redskins.
"Velly muchee fire, so be," he remarked, forcing
a smile and looking at those who were guarding
him. The two braves seemed surprised when
they heard him say this, and they looked at him
sharply.
"Velly muchee fire," repeated the clever Chinaman. "Makee feel allee samee goodee in um
cold snow, so be."
"Ugh!" grunted one of the braves.
"You havee lillee smoke ? "
If they had been surprised before, the two
Sioux braves were astonished now, for Hop coolly pulled out three black-looking cigars, tender•
ing them each one and placing the other in his
mouth. It was hard to refuse the cigars, so the
Indians took them. They were not in the habit
of getting cigars to smoke, though they liked
them very well. It so happened that the chief
had about all the tobacco there was in the camp,
too, and this made them more eager to get a
chance to enjoy a smoke. Hop lighted a match
and applied it to his own cigar as coolly as
though he was but the guest of a very friendly
band of redskins. Then he invited them to accept a light, which they did.
"Velly cold," he said, as he drew his coat tightly about him, and adjusted his queue, so it would
not fall down. "Chinee man likee um ledskins;
he no likee Young Wild West. Me lun away flom
um paleface camp and comee to see um gleat
blaves in campee of um ledskins. Palefaces takee
all um money flom poor Chinee. Me no gittee
_nothing."
The Indians acted as though they did not know
whether to believe this or not. But Hop acted
his part so well that they were forced to believe
that he really had deserted the camp of the palfaces and had come to join them.
"Me no likee shootee," he went on. "Me 'flaid
um ledskins comee and shootee poor Chinee, so
me comee here. Me wantee stay with um gleat
chief, Spottee Wolf, allee samee."
"Chinee hea;(> much wise," ventured one of the
redskins, noddmg his head.
"Poor Chinee know velly little, so be," answered Hop, shaking his head.
It happened that the ciga1·s were pretty good
ones, and the more his guards nuffed at them the
better they liked Hop. But they were to find out
their mistake before very long.
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ther Chinee. He's got too many good points
about him fur that."
"All right. We'll go, then. It is a shame to
leave hnn there. And, another thing, he might
get away from them and then lose his way in the
snow. Come on. I reckon we can get past the
redskins all right."
The two quickly got ready to leave. Silver
Stream watched our hero as he spoke to his
sweetheart before going, and her eyes fell. She
evidently knew there was no possible chance for
her to win the affections of the dashing young
paleface, but she was not one of the kind to resort to anything that suggested revenge upon the
one she might have termed her rival. Wild and
Charlie had not been gone long when she arose
and wrapped her blanket about her.
"Silver Stream will go to help Young Wild
West save the Chinee," she said.
"No," spoke U{l Arietta, taking her gently by
the arm. "You stay here, Silver Stream. If
Young Wild West don't come back in an hour
then you can go look for him, and I will go with
you."
The squaw looked at the girl in astonishment.
"You are not afraid to go out in the snow and
go to the camp of Spotted Wolf?" she asked.
"No, I am not afraid;" Arietta replied.
Silver Stream sat down.
"I will do as the paleface maiden says," she
said.
But let us follow our hero and the scout. The
two used the greatest of caution in leaving the
camp, for they knew that the redskins were gathering near at hand and that they were watching
closely. But it was comparatively easy for the
two to fool them, since the snow was a great help
to them. They got past the redskins and then
proceeded on their way to the Sioux camp, pausing now and then to listen. They had barely
come in sight of it when they heard the braves
,?ho had pursued them to the camp coming back.
This spoiled Wild's plans somewhat, since he
would have more to contend with. But he never
once thought of giving up. Hop must be saved.
That was the whole thing in a nutshell.
Creeping up close to the teepee that had been
left vacant by the White Girl Captive and Silver
Stream, they g-ot down behind a clump of bushes
and waited. The drifting snow had about covered their tracks, so there was no danger of them
being tracked to the spot. It was now getting
bitter cold, and it was anything but a pleasant
prospect they had before them. But Wild and
Charlie were used to hardships, so they did not
mind it half as much as the average person
wou1d have. They took a look at the scene before 1.hem. The Indians had managed to extinguish the burning cedars, and some of them were
putting them in shape again, so they would afford them shelter from the storm. Hop was
sitting close to the big fire, a brave on either
side of him, and all three were smoking cigars.
This sight caused the scout to chuckle.
"Ther heathen galoot has got 'em dead ter
rights, Wild," he whispered.
"Yo'>, but wait. The chief is coming. He will
be the one he will have to deal with," was the

:-~r1v.

Spotted Wolf walked up, followed by his
braves. He had brought them all back with him,
having abandoned the idea of fighting the palefaces for the present. The old chief appeared
much dejected, and there was good reason for it.
Re had met with a serious Joss, and had not only
lost his captives, but his own daughter as well.
It was about time for him to wish himself out
of it. When he saw the Chinaman sitting before
the fire in such a contented way Spotted Wolf
was amazed.
"Ugh!" he exclaimed, putting on a fierce look.
"What yellow-faced dog do here?"
One of the guards quickly explained in his own
tongue the version of his visit to the camp Hop
had given him, and then the chief was not a little
puzzled. The contented air of the Chinaman was
what puzzled him the most. But he was in a
rather savage frame of mind, as might be supposed, and very desirous of wreaking vengeance
on some one.
"Chinee heap much fool!" he exclaimed, and
then he gave Hop a pretty sound kick.
Wild and Charlie saw this, but they could not
hear what was said, owing to the howling of the
wind. Hop got up, and, putting out his hand to
the chief, exclaimed:
"Me velly muchee glad to meet um gleat
chief, so be. Havee lillee dlink, Misler Spotted
Wolf?"
Out came a small flask that contained just
about a good drink of liquor. How Hop had
managed to keep it was a mystery, for he liked
tanglefoot so much that he would drink it whenever he could get it. Possibly he had thought
that it might be a long time before he got any
more, so he had saved the little that he now
tendered to the Sioux chief. Spotted Wolf took
the flask, uncorked it and placed it to his nose.
T_hen the ves~ige_ of a smile crossed his painted
visage, and, tippmg the flask, he quickly gulped
down the contents. The two braves looked dismayed when they saw this, for it was evident
that they would have swallowed the whisky if
they had known it was on the person of the
Chinaman. But it was far better that Hop had
saved it until now, for the drink had the effect
of greatly softening the feelings of Spotted Wolf.
"Chinee heap much smart; bring firewater to
Spotted Wolf," he said.
"Me allee samee velly muchee smartee, so be,"
Hop answered.

CHAPTER XV.-The Squaw Goes to Her People.
. Wild and Charlie moved around so they were
directly back of the teepee of the chief. It was
just then that Spotted Wolf took the Chinaman
by the arm and conducted him inside. Our two
friends got right close to the teepee and listened.
"Chinee got some more firewater?" the chief
asked.
"No; me Iikee havee, for me feel velly muchee
likee takee lillee dlink," was the truthful reply.
"Spotted Wolf look and find out."
Then the chief proceeded to search him. Re
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found several things that were puzzles to him,
but there was no more whisky. While he was
looking over some of the articles he had taken
from ine Chinaman's pockets Wild was busy cutting a slit in the teepee. Our hero had decided
upon a daring plan of action. He meant t? subdue the chief and take Hop out of the opening he
was · making in the teepee. The howling of the
storm aided him greatly in doing this, for t~e
sound of the knife could not be heard above it,
and in less than a minute he had cut a huge V
in the skin of the teepee. All he had to do ~ow
was to lift it and take the old Sioux by surprise.
Spotted Wolf was handling a peculiar-l?oking
object, which was no other than a powerful explosive that was of Hop's own manufacture, when
a revolver was suddenly thrust right under his
nose.
"Make just one little sound, Spotted Wolf, and
you will be a dead redskin!" exclaimed Wild.
The chief gave a gasp, but it was not loud
enough to be heard by his braves outside, so
Wild did not shoot.
"Hold up your hands!" he commanded, in a
low but impressive tone of voice. There was no
getting out of it, for the villainous Sioux leader
recognized the face of his hated enemy, Young
Wild West, and he was not going to take any
chances. Up went his hands.
"Take his weapons, Hop," said the young deadshot, coolly. .
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and, smiling bla1;1dly at the chief. whom he had managed to deceive
so easily, the Chinaman relieved him of his weaponss.
"Now tie him up with his own rope, Hop."
"Allee light, Misler Wild."
The Celestial seemed to be delighted to do it.
"Now stuff something in his mouth and tie it
there, Hop. We don't want him to be able to
give the alarm until we get well away from
here."
This was done, too, and then Hop coolly gathered up his belongings.
"Come on out," said Wild, and he did so.
"I reckon that's what yer kin call putty good,"
said the scout, as they hurried around the camp
through the blinding snow.
They heard nothing as they went, and when
they had reached a safe distance they concluded
that Hop had made a good job of it when he
bound and gagged the old chief. They reached
the camp much sooner than those waiting for
them expected they would, and then there was .a
little rejoicing. But there was one there who did
not seem to be happy. It was Silver Stream.
"I am glad, Young Wild West,'' she said, after
they had talked it all over and the release of Hop
had been related.
"You are glad, Silver Stream?" our hero asked
. her, as he looked at her curiously. "What are
you glad about?"
"I am glad that you are happy," she answered.
"Now I will go back to my people."
She persisted in going, so they allowed her to
depart. The long night slipped by, and the snow
continued to fall until near dawn. Then the wind
shifted, and the storm was over for the time
being. The sun came out and shone upon the
glittering whiteness that was all around them.

It might have been called a beautiful sight, ~ut

our fnends did not consider it sucn. Young Wild
West knew that the beating he had already administered would not suffice to quell the murderous old Sioux chief.
"Now, then," he said, when he saw that the
work of preparing the breakfast was well under
way, "Jim, I reckon you have got to take a little
climb up thlft tree. There is not much snow on
the branches, since the wind blew it off as fast as
it struck. It won't be such a hard task, so go
ahead as soon as you like."
The boy went over to the tree and was soon
going up it. Reaching the top, he turned Ms gaze
in the direction of the Indian camp, which he
could easily see over the top of the ridge, the
tree being much higher. About the only t:.ing he
could see was that the Sioux had a rousing fire
going f.or none of them seemed to be stirring.
But ::.s he took a close look he distinguished the
form of Silver Stream standing in front of her
teepee.
".Well," the old chief did not get mad enough at
her to kill her, anyhow," he thought, as he started to descend the tree. He quickly reported to
Wild and the rest, and when they all heard that
the squaw was there they felt better satisfied.
Breakfast was soon cooked, and they sat down and
ate. Wild grew a little uneasy when Jim had
ascended the tree again after breakfast and reported that there was nothing on the move at the
camp of Spotted Wolf.
"You ca:p. bet he has got one of his braves
watching us, and as soon as we start to leave
they will be after us!" he said.

CHAPTER XVI.-Conclusion.
The rest were of the same opinion as our hero,
of course.
"There's only one way ter do, as I kin see,"
said Cheyenn~ Charlie, shrugging his shoulders.
"What is that, Charlie?" queried Poker Jack
anxiously.
"We've got ter lick ther measly coyotes so bad
that they won't fight any more afore we start ter
leave here," was the reply.
"That seems to be the only way," Wild observed. "But I hope we won't have to do it, because
that squaw is among- them, and she is just as apt
to get shot as any of the rest."
"Our lives is worth as much as hers, I reckon,"
the scout declared.
This was true enough, as they all knew.
"Maybe we can draw them this way," our hero
said, after he had thought for a minute or two.
"If we can do that, we might be able to thin
them out enough to answer the purpose. But I
am afraid old Spotted Wolf will never be caught
and hanged for his many crimes, though."
In a few minutes it was decided that they would
leave the girls at the camp with the two Chinamen, and the rest go out and try to draw the
Indians into making an attack. They soon left
the camp, picking their way along · to avoid the
drifts, and in a little while they came in sight of
the redskins.
"Now, boys, just let out a good, old-fashioned'"'
yell t.o wake them up," said our hero.
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"Whoopee! Whoopee! Wow! Wow! Yip, yip,
yip!"
The cowboy yell echoed over the mountainside,
and, hearing it, the Sioux braves leaped to their
feet and seized their guns. Crack--erack! Two
shots were fired at them at once, but our friends
were thoughtful enough to get behind some trees
in time to escape the bullets.
"Now, then, give it to them!" cried Young_
Wild West. The next instant his rifle spoke, and
then all hands joined in.
About twenty of tne Sioux had started to rnn
for them, but before they had covered ten yard,;;
they were being thinned out so rapidly that the
survivors beat a hasty retreat. Charlie was looking for the old chief, for he had made up his
mind that he was the one he wanted to get a
shot at, above all others. But Spotted Wolf was
lying pretty close. He was not feeling very well
that morning, anyhow, since he had laid in the
teepee in the cold nearly two hours the night
before, until one of his braves happened to discover his plight. The appearance of the palefaces was rather unexpected to him, but he had
· ordered his braves to go after them and make
short work of them. The braves got very much
the worst of it, and when one of them staggered
back directly in front of his teepee and fell dead
from a wound he had received, Spotted Wolf grew
wild with rage. Meanwhile his daughter was
standing in front of her teepee, taking in what
was going on in an indifferent way. The chief
saw her standing there, and he now called her to

h~

.

"This is all your fault," he said to her in the
language of the Sioux. "If the palefaces bring
defeat on us, I am going to kill you!"
"My fathe1· is a great chief. He is as brave as
the winds of the deserted plains, and as strong
as the mad bull that vanquishes all that comes
before it; he will kill his own daughter! Let him
do it, for Silver Stream is ready to die!"
The squaw had folded · her arms, and she was
standing before him, beautiful in her scathing
defiance. Spotted Wolf wilted before her.
"Go!" he exclaimed savagely. "Silver Stream
will leave her father forever. He no longer wants
to look upon her face. She has learned to like
the palefaces, and she must go to them. Go!"
The girl bowed her head, and then, without a
word of reply, she went over to where the shivering horses were tethered and got her pony. Then
she mounted and rode away, not once turning her
head. At first she headed for Young Wild West
and his friends, but she must have changed her
mind, and the next minute our friends, who could
not understand what she was leaving for, were
astounded to see her riding straight for the brink
of a yawning chasm. Wild was quick to divine
her intention.
"Hold on, Silver Stream!" he called out. "Don't
ride that way. The first thing you know your
pony will lose his footing and you will go to your
death."
"Good-by, Young Wild West!" came the reply.
"Silver Stream is going to the Happy Hunting
Grounds. She loves, but is not loved!"
Wild started after her, followed by Jim. Crack!
A sharp report rang out from the Indian camp
and the pony staggered and fell. It was Spotted

Wolf who had fired the shot, for he, too, had
realized the intentions of his daughter. Wild and
Jim were within easy range of him, and, seeing
that he had shot the pony so easily, the chief sent
a shot at our hero. The bullet clipped a fock of
hail.· from our hero's head as he was running to
overtake the squaw.
Crangl Cheyenne Charlie got the opportunity
he had been waiting for, and Spotted Wolf threw
up his hands and fell before his teepee. Silver
Stream had gained her feet just in time to see
this, and, with a frenzied cry, she ran to the edge
of the precinice and leaped over into the yawning
depths below.
"That's the last of Silver Stream, I reckon,"
said Jim Dart, shaking his head sadly.
"Yes," answered our hero. "Well, we couldn't
help it. A squaw is a mighty peculiar person, I
reckon. It is too bad, but it can't be helped."
They made their way back to the clump of
trees, and just then the braves burst from their
camp to avenge the death of their chief.
Crang! Crang! Cr~a-a-ngl
It was a galling fire that the four sent into
the ranks of the redskins, and, their aim being
true, and protected by the trees as they were,
there could be but one result. They fell back,
beaten to a finish!
· "I reckon that will be about all," said Wild
coolly. "Now we'll go back to the camp and get
ready to go on down, boys."
Back they went, feeling that there was no
longer any danger. But all were sorry for the
poor squaw. When they got back to the camp
and told what had happened the girls actually
cried. Half an hour later they were making their
way down the mountainside, and they heard the
redskins coming after them. When they came in
sight a volley was fired at them, and that settled
it -for good. As they reached the ravine through
which the trail ran, they were surprised to meet
about fifty troopers riding up.
"You are too late, Captain," said Young Wild
West, in his cool and easy way. "It is all over.
The White Girl Captive of the Sioux has been
saved, and her captor, old Spotted Wolf, is dead.
We are much obliged to you for coming along in
time to accompany us to the ranch belonging to
the girl's father, however."
It is not necessary to describe how the ranch
was reached, but suffice it to say that it was in
due time. Then Wild sent his compliments to
the commander at the fort, together with a brief
account of the rescue of the White Girl Captive.
Our friends remained at the ranch long enough to
see Poker Jack and Susie Morse united in marriage, and then they set out for Cheyenne, so
they could take the cars for a warmer climate as
soon as possible.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND THE DISPUTED CLAIM; or, ARIETI'A'S GOLDEN SHOWER."

"Moving Picture Stories," No. 308, contains an
article entitled "HOW TO BECOME A MOVIE
ACTOR." Buy a copy. Price 7 cents; postage free.
HARRY E. WOLFF. 166 W. 23d St., N. Y.
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CURRENT NEWS
KILLS 51 COYOTES IN MONTH
Sam Marple, trapper, of Yuba •County, California, during the month of May caught and
killed 51 coyotes, for which there is a bounty of
$5 offered by the county, according to his claim
filed with the Yuba Board of Supervisors. There
is seldom a month that Marple does not kill from
twenty to forty coyotes.
ONIONS IN POOR DEMAND
Onions have become a drug on the market for
the first time in years, the Department of Agriculture reported recently. On the other hand,
potatoes are two or three times as high as a year
ago and comparatively scarce.
Because of the slight demand for onions, due,
the department's review says, to an oversupply
and to refusal of retailers to lower prices as
wholesale prices decline. California onion growers are ploughing under their crops because the
onions are not worth the cost of marketing.
HUNT SARDINES BY PLANE
California promises to be the g1·eatest sardine
canning center of the world as the result of the
use of seaplanes in the industry on the Pacific
Coast. Since the first of the year naval seaplanes have been flying out from the sea coast,
sighting schools of fish 'and sending a wireless
back to the naval. station giving the direct location. The naval station then telephones the information to the San Diego office of the fish and
game commission. Fishing fleets are immediately directed exactly w:\}ere to seek their game and
are consequently assured of a big catch.
SPEED BOAT COVERS MILE IN 45 SECONDS
Miss America, the smallest of the three speedboats that will represent America in the Harmsworth trophy races at Isle of Wight, England, already has won its spurs as the fastest piece of
water racing machinery ever floated in this country.
The craft, which was launched at the same time
as the Miss Detroit V. at Algonac June 6, had
her trial spins on the St. Clair River recently
and turned up a mile over the measured course
in 45 seconds or at the rate of eighty miles an
hour. This is the greatest speed a hydroplane or
any other craft riding the water has ever made.
DOG GOES TO BANK
A dog's appearance at a bank paying tellei·'s
window seeking payment of his year's savings
fund check is a new wrinkle. Kiddo, the prize
winning fox terrier of Dr. J. H. Hagenbuch, of
Mahanoy City, Pa., with check in mouth and indorsed by himself, was the lucky canine. A year
ago Cashier W. H. Kohler, of the Union National
Bank, jokingly asked the doctor why he didn't
take out a savings account for his dog. "I will,"
the doctor replied. It became due, and amounted
to· $25.50, and the cashier sent out the check to
Kiddo Hagenbuch, in care of his "pa." The fox
terrier was soon at the wi:r:idow. The check had

been indorsed "Kiddo Hagenbuch, in care of his
'pa.' " Opposite the signatUl'e appeared a mark
of the dog's paw, the cashier having pushed an
ink pad against it. The money was promptly
paid, and the dog pranced away with his en•
velope carrying th& amount.
CAT SAVES OWNER'S LIFE
After saving · the life of its owner, Celeste Marrazza's cat ducked into the cellar of the house
at No. 94 Pleasant street and expired in a fire
that damaged the house and contents to the ex,,
tent of $2,000. Marrazza would probably have
died in the flames but for his faithful pet.
Marrazza was sleeping when the cat jumped
upon the bed. Half awake he swept the cat from
the bed, only to have the feline make another
leap upon him. Thoroughly aroused at last, he
sat up in bed to discover smoke pouring up
'
through the house from the cellar.
The cat having awakened its master, dashed
down the stairs and into the cellar, where it per•
isbed in the flames. By the time Marrazza had
got into some clothes the flames had reached the
second floor. Prompt anival of the Fire Department saved the house from total destruction.
It is believed that the fire started from spontaneous combustion among some greasy rags ill
the cellar, where the cat was sleeping.
PROTECTING GAME
The largest game preserve in the world is the
continent of Africa-extending from the twen•
tieth degree of north latitude down to the north•
ern borders of Cape Colony and Natal. This great
s~heme was made possible by a treaty co-opera•
tion of England, Ge~any, France, Belgium, Portugal, Italy and Spam, by which it is provided
that the hunting and destruction of vultures seoretary ~irds, owls, g~raffes, gorillas, chimpa~zees,
mountam zebras, wild asses, white-tailed gnus,
elands and the little Liberian hippopotami ara
absolutely prohibited. Similar protection is given
the young of certain animals, including the ela.
phant, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, antelope, gazelle
ibex and chevrotain, an<l to the adults of thes~
im0('ies when acco1"rn1Y1fr,1 hy thPir vounP-. Particular stress is laid on the protection of you1111
elephants, and elepnant tusks weigtnng 1ess tnan
twenty pounds will be confiscated. The eggs oj.
the ostrich and of many other birds are protecte(l,
but those of the crocodile, python and poisono~
snakes are to be destroyed. Even lions, leoparda,
hyenas, harmful monkeys and large birds of Pl'Elt,
may not be slaughtered at the huntex's will. Hu~
ters are required to take out licenses and th.a
number of animals each may kill is limited. ThGI
· use of_ nets and pitfall~ _is forbidden, nor mat,
explos10ns be used for k1Ilmg fish. The main object of this vast protective enterprise is economio,
to encourage the domestication of the elephant,
z~bra a:1d ostrich, and to husband the trad~ i~'·
wild arumal products, which were threatene b
the rapacity of market hunte'rs and so-c e
sportsmen.
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LOST IN FEUDLAND
-OR-

A BOY IN ''MOONSHINE" MOUNTAINS
By "'DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY:)
ClIAPTER XXII ( continued)
''I'm not tellin' .anything; only that John Ball
is a dirty dog, as all informers are. I've got it in
fer him, on Viny's account, not to speak of the
way him and these Turleys have acted towards
you and the Knoxes, all strangers, tryin' to mind
yore own business, only they wouldn't let ye. My
bein' a marshal gives me a chanct to take all these
Turleys to jail on revenoo violations. Ef Bad
Anse don't give his consent by breakfast time to
ni.e and Viny's bein' spliced, off to jail he goes
and about twenty of his men, includin' these ye've
got here."
Callahan paused, then his bold, determined features wTinkled in .a broad grin. He gripped Fred's
hand.
"Say kid" he whispered. "You and her," indicating M~ry Knox, who was conferring apart
with her father and old Pete, "are rather young
in years; but years alone don'~ make the ma~.
Ef you ain't a real. man, when 1t comes to man s
business-gosh !-I ain't never seen a man yet.
Why don't you and her get old Harve to ti_e ye
up, same time. he ties up Viny and me-yes s1ree_!
whether old Anse's caves in or not. Leastwise
Viny said she would, and Sister Mercy backs. her.
What a game hit would be ef you two would Jump
the b1·oom stick, same time and place. Gosh!
Pap would fall over himself tryin' to give us a
weddin' and a serrynade that ;folks would talk
about fer months. What say?"
','l am afraid, Mr. Calla,han, that-that Miss
Knox's father would wish to h:we a word to say
in such a proceedings. I-he-well, he is well
off-rich I may say. I am only his hfred surveyor, and I have not surveyed any yet, owing
to---well, your feud troubles up here. It---"
"Say the word." Here he gripped Fred's hand
hard. "Say the word, tip the Callahans the wink.
and your boss-good man though he be-will
quietly disappear until you and yours are sa±:ely
hitched. Sure thing! And we won't do a thmg
to him, but be good and treat him handsome, the
whiles. When he finds you married-gad! What
can he do but ante up the cash and say bless ye,
my children! I like ye, Fred. I cottons !:O ye.
That's the reason I makes ye the offer."
"It caunot be done, Dick. The time-for me
at least-is not yet ripe. Even Sister Mercy
would think I had gone crazy."
Callahan gave it up, but he surrendered reluctantly.
"All right. You know best. But say-what's
the matter, when we get to the old man's-pap's
house, I mean-what's the matter with you andyes, by gum-you and her standin' up with Viny
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and me, when old Harve, the whitest Turley of
the name-makes me anrl Viny both Callahans ?"
"Suits me fine, Dick!" Fred smiled winningly.
"Provided that it suits Miss Mary. In this, I
see that we may agree. I like you, Callahan, and
if my doing this will show you how much I do
like you, I'm .~lling. But you had best have Melvina speak to Sister Mercy and the Knoxes.
Hullo! That pack pony seems all right-don't
it?"
CHAPTER XXIII.-When Peace Begins -and
Plenty Reigns.
"Shucks-yes," declared Dick carelessly. "I
only aimed to grease the crittur a bit-stun hit.
They git over it in a few minutes."
Like Sim Turley, the agent, who after recovering from his fall was taken with John Ball and
put under Pete's gua1·d again, the pack pony had
gotten to its feet with nothing more serious -as a
result of Dick's shot, than a slight wound across
the neck, just where the spinal curve connects
with the brain. Like the old time trappers, Dick,
being a good shot, understood this trick.
"Well, what are we to do next?" asked Mr.
Knox, when all had calmed down again, and Dick
was ready to make .a move.
"Hit's most mornin', Mr. Knox, and I reckon
yore darter is tired. The main body of our men
left for the sheriff's house with some prisoners
three hours ago. I came out to hunt you up, and
I find this bunch. S'pose we alls strike out
take these chaps and the ponies to Pap's
see what we can find thar fer breakfast."
This met with hearty approval, for the timberman, his daughter, and even young Brankston,
had gone through enough the last few days to
render the idea of rest and refreshment doubly
welcome.
~
The wolves were thrown across one of the
ponies, the Turley men, including the wounded,
were placed on others, and the entire party set
out along the trail exactly the opposite direction
which Fred had decided to be the proper one.
"It shows how I was lost," he laughed with
Mary Knox. "I am a surveyor, and surveyors
are supposed to know something of the woods,
and so on. But these winding and confusing
ridges keep the stranger confused. He wants a
compass-or -a guide, most of the time."
The moon sank out of sight, the rosy blush
emerged from the eastern gray, that is the precurser of dawn, and the sun itself crune up, before the weary party began to notice that they
were somewhere near where real people lived.
"If I ever get inside of a house again," said
Mary to Fred, "I just know I shall sleep myself
stupid."
"As if you or any one else could ever have
such an effect on you." Fred, feeling that his
chance for a private talk was dwindling, now
made a hold stroke, by blurting forth: "Guess
what Dick Callahan wants you and me to do?"
"I hope he wants us to fake a good rest. Don't
you, Fred?"
"Oh, yes. But he wanted me to stand up with
him when he and Malvina Turley are married."
(To be continued)

and
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES.
FED APRICOTS TO HOGS
Apricot ham is the latest novelty in this community. C. C. Francis, who has a ranch ne~r
Pomona, Cal., is the produce. Last summer his
apricot crop was going to waste because the markPt was glutted, so he fed the apricots to his
hogs.
.ue butchered two shoats the other day. They
each tipped the beam at 245 pounds. He got
fifteen gallons of lard, seven pounds of sausage,
four splendid hams, some spareribs, a quantity of
side meat, eight pigs' feet and 100 pounds of
soap out of the kill.
The hogs were carried through the summer and
fall on waste fruit, and this winter they were
finished on oranges and cornmeal slop. Mr. Francis declares that the high cost of living won't
worry him for a while at least.
TRY TO OPEN SAFE WITH TORCH; 1 DEAD.
Charles R. Hulley, of Woodhaven, L. I., and
Richard Kinard, of Atlantic Highlands, N. J., attempted the other night to open a second-handed
safe with an oxy-acetylene torch in the warehouse of the Auto Service Company, 22 Orange
street, Newark. There was an explosion, and both
doors crashed open. Hulley was thrown thirtyfive feet and instantly killed. Kinard was so seriously inju1·ed that doctors at St Michael's Hospital do not expect him to live.
Hulley was treasurer of the Auto Service Company., where Kinard was employed as a mechanic.
The safe was the property of Robert M. Hertig,
a dealer in second-hand safes in East Orange. It
was purchased by Hertig, and he asked Hulley to
open it. The police believe an accumulation of
gas inside the safe blew open the doors.
WHY WILL WATER RUN OFF A DUCK'S
BACK?
The reason that water runs off a duck's back
is that the feathers of ducks are oily, and as
wate1· and oil will not mix, the water runs off
instead of soaking in. The feathers on a duck
are so thick on the hody of the duck, top and
bottom, that even if it were not for the oil which
is on the feathers the water would have some
difficulty in soaking through the feathers. But
the main reason whv the feathers on the duck's
back cause water striking them to run off is that
the duck has an oil dand which is constantly produring grease or oil and which the duck uses in
p-iving his feathers a thin coating of oil to make
them slick with oil anrl when any water strikes
the duck it runs off. Other birds which live in the
water a great deal have this oil gland for the
same 1·eason.- The Book of Wonders.
SELF-OWNED TREES IN TWO STATES
There are two trees in the United States that
own themselves and the ground 011 which they
stand. One of these is an oak at Athens, Ga.,
the other a sycamore at Coney Creek, Ky. The
former stood on the land of Col. w. H. Jackson,

who in his old age recorded a deed as follows:

"I, W. H. Jackson, of the County of Clarke,
State of Georgia, of the one part, and this oak
tree--(giving the location).:.._of the County of
Clarke, o:ff the other part, witness, that the said
W. H. Jackson, for and in consideration of the
great affection which he bears said tree and his
desire to see it protected, has conveyed unto
the said tree entire possession of itself, and the
land within eight feet of .it on all sides."
The sycamore at Coney Creek owns itself and
36 square feet of ground by virtue of a deed from
Alice Spencer Geddes Lloyd, duly recorded in
Knott County, Kentucky, which contains the following paragraph:
"The said tree is conveyed, in consideration of
the value of itself, as a resting place for the
weary under the shade of said tree, and the said
tree and the said terra firma, are to belong to
themselves absolutely and to each other for all
the purpose for which Nature and God intended
them, among which is the purpose of the soil to
nurture and feed the tree, and that of the tree
to shade, grace and beautify the said terra
firma."
SALMON CAUGHT IN TRAPS
There are several varieties of salmon, the
choicest being the "Socl,:eye." The best fish weighs
about eight pounds, is fifteen inches long and has
an oval-shaped body with very few scales. The
fish is a most delicate pink.
The home of the "Sockeye" is in salt water, in
Puget Sound, in the Columbia River and north
along the coast of British Columbia and Alaska,
says the St. Louis Republic.
· Here the salmon play in countless numbers, but
as they make their way toward the fresh waters
they are journeying to their death. Few of them
escape the fishermen. And even though they do,
they seldom live more than four years. A "Sockeye's" age is told by the number of rings on his
scales.
Early in April the fishermen begin to get ready
to make their catch each year. For months trap
builders work in their rainsuits, driving piles
across some pass of the river, where the salmon
will travel. Wire netting is stretched across the
piling facing the ocean or salt water.
Fish coming from the ocean strike the wire
netting and follow it along, hoping to find soine
way of getting past it. But after following it for
a half-mile the fish usually finds that he is in a
trap. The trap consists of piling, forming a
square fifteen or twenty feet long, faced with wire
net, the four corners of which are fastened to a
boom arm .
. At e3.?h trap is a platform built upon piling
hke a lighthouse. Here a hoist engine is installe~, which raises the fish in the trap and drops
them mto a boat known as a scow. This is towed
through the ocean to the salmon cannery.
Sometimes one scowload is estimated to contain fifty thousand fish, and on some days four
loads are taken care of at one cannery.
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THE NIHILIST'S DOOM.
By Kit Clyde.

Six years ago I was living at Da1·nowsky, in

the Province of Ruhlin, in the southern part of the

greatest of European empires, a young man,
happy as circumstances would allow, and at the
time of which I write, doubly happy and contented in my little school· for I was a teacher, and I
had just made the sw'eetest and the prettiest girl
in the village my wife. .
Marie Carloff was mine, won from a score of
suitors by loV'e alone, for I had little money and
I was content.
Chief among the disconsolate ones was the son
of an ex-army officer, Louis Lodiski by name, a
handsome but unprincipled fellow, who for years
had been infatuated with Marie. However\ when
our coming wedding was announced, Lows left
the village and I was spared his scowl and muttered thre~ts, and soon forgot him in the joy of
home life.
For three years I was at rest.
Then came the great cloud that to-day overhangs my native land, and its dark shadow fell
across even my humble threshold.
I had been a St. Petersburg student, and when
the strange monomania of communism, silent and
deadly, crept through the n3:ti?I_1• it found me an
easy prey, and I became a N1h1hst, swo1·e the terrible oaths and linked myself body and soul to
their unkn~wn and horrible purposes.
There was a circle formed in our town, and two
months after I had joined it, there appeared one
night amongst us, commissio?ed frozp. the ~r~d
Circle at Moscow, as our chief, Louis Lod1ski.
"I bowed before him, but when I saw the fierce
light of baffled passion and eager revenge gle:mi
in his hated eyes, brightly as when I had met him,
then the rejected suitor of my wife, I knew and
felt for the first time into what a hor1ible pit I
had fallen; for, free as I was before the world,
in secret I was bound by my vows, the serf and
slave of my bitter enemr.
For a time there was httle work for our society,
but it so happened that towards the spring a new
qua1-tering of soldiers was made in our, town,
under the charge of Colonel Jelikoff, a tried and
true officer of the government, and one who had
several times incurred the displeasure of the
Nihilists.
Hardly had the troops become settled when a
sealed dispatch was received by ~o?iski from the
Grand Circle of Moscow, contammg the death
warrant of the colonel; and in drawing lots for
the one to act as executioner, the same devil's
luck which had first dragged me into this conspiracy, or some treachery on my chief, cast the
dread duty upon me.
The ukase of the Grand Circle, with a perfection of cruelty, granted the slave doomed to execute their diabolical commands three days' mercy.
At the end of that time the condemned must
have ceased to live, or the slave would ~ecome the
\rictim instead.
For the firjlt twenty-four hours I was crazy.
The seoond day found me cool and helpless.

I made my plans.
For five hours I debated where to do the deed;
then, still uncertain, walked in the verge of the
town, and as I walked someone joined me--Lodiski.
We stood a space in silence; then the man came
closer and placed his hand upon my shoulder.
"Listen I It is hard, it is dangerous. Capture
means death. Here is money. You must flee
instantly the work is done." · ,
In a single breath my brain cleared, the dread
cloud that for two days had shadowed it passed,
and I knew the hand that had worked my ruin.
I was to become an outlaw in order that my;
wife mi•g ht be the spoil of this monster.
"The deed must be to-morrow," continued Lod•
ski, "and the only place where you can find J elikoff alone is in the bell tower. Thither he goes
each evening before the curfew rings, to watch
the change of guards upon the opposite river
bank. You can conceal yourself there and strike
him down. It will be hours before he is missed,
and you will have time for flight."
I bowed my head.
I dared not trust my tongue.
It might be that I should strike too soon.
Deep within my heart the determination to kill
was well fixed; but, unknown to my chief, the victim had been changed.
"I will join you at the foot of the tower after
curfew. See to it that it is after--the end!"
Lodiski concluded.
My blood leaped.
"It is well," I replied, and he left me.
That night I told my wife all, and her love
stood the test.
Ere morning dawned, under the escort of a
faithful servant, she was at the Volga Dernstam
-a landing ten miles away-i and when the early
sun kissed the reaches of evel land about our
town, it found her upon the deck of a steamer,
bound for Astrachan.
AU day long I gathered my little store of
goods, and late in the afternoon sold them for
gold to a friend-a Nihilist like myself-who
secretly conveyed them to his home.
Then as the light waned and it drew towards
ni:ght, thoroughly disguised, and armed with a
pair of pistols and my dagger. I skirted the
town, and came at last to the lonely watch tower
where hung the great bell that rang the curfew.
Ere the ringer had entered the tower from his
supper, I was secreted in the loft near the window.
It was not my intent to kill J elikoff.
If he came I could confess all, then descend
and wreak my vengeance upon Lodiski below,
and flee the country; or if he came not, the end
would be the s{!-me.
Still bound by my oath, and environed by a
thousand spies, I dared not flee until night. And
Lodiski must die I
Alone in the grim tower I waited, and the bats
about me squeaked, and the damp ,,ind of the
stepnes swept mournfully in and kissed my hot
cheek.
The moments passed!
Suddenly a nameless dread fell upon me.
Instinctively I felt the presence of some new
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and near danger, and a sense of doom overcame
me, as if I listened to the words of the judge who
recited the condemning proofs of my falseness to
ou1· order.
If I did not kill Jelikoff, and failed to find
Lo~ski, I must die.
Quivering with this new tenor, I glanced suspiciously abo1.1t me-into the deep shadow of the
corners, behind the great beams, aloft among the
bat nests, and at last beneath the mighty bell
hanging at my side.
And there, lying prone upon a crossbeam directly under the great iron dome·, so close that
the ponderous metal would crush him, lay Lodiski,
hii, evil eyes fastened upon me.
Even as I saw him, I heard the step of the
colonel on the stair, and his word to the waiting
bellman below.
"Carl, I will detain you but a moment. When
I descend you may ring."
Jelikoff ascended the stairs, lantern in hand.
I stood at his back.
"One, two, three, four, five, six, seven!"
It was the village clock.
J elikoff turned to descend. I shrank into the
shadow behind him.
J elikoff went down the stair.
"Fool! coward!" hissed my chief, half rising
upon his hands and knees. "You die!"
There came a creaking sound, the great wooden
wheel above turned upon its axis, the bats flew
snarling about, and then the mighty bell, swinging slowly, gained in momentum, and swept in a
long arc upwards.
Lodiski uttered a single cry as the tremendous
mass poised above him, and would have dTagged
himself out of its reach, but with a sudden fury
I stretched my arm like a bar of steel, caught his
hair, and forced him back upon the beam, and
then the great bell fell as falls the knife of the
guillotine, crushing into a hideous mass the body
of the spy, while its heavy knell rang with a
gurgling shiver far out across the barren land,
and a little stream of blood, warm and red, ran
slowly down the beam and dyed the lips and
tongue of the iron monster as he swung.
The curfew was sounding, and I was saved!
Three hours later, in the silence of the night,
I escaped the tower and fled.
For twenty-four hours Locliski's death was undiscovered, and before the truth was known I
was with my wife upon the Caspian Sea, far out
of the reach of the Nihilists.
I have never seen Russia since.

.

TWO BOYS GET $2,000 EACH
When Huckleberry Finn and Tom Sawyer found
hidden treasure, remember how fine they felt?
Suppose the police had taken the money from
them because they said it didn't belong to them,
can you imagine how their spirits would have
dropped to zero? And then, after months of
waiting, if some mysterious power had made the
police give the money back to Huck and Tom, can
you realize their elation?
Then you know how happy are Albert John
Bradley, Jr., seven year~ eld, of Hay street and
Wallace avenue. Wilkinsb:m·g, and William .A.
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Donahey, Jr., nine years, of 422 Ross avenue,
since they won their suit against the First National Bank of Wilkinsburg, Pa., whj.ch claimed
$5,350 the boys found hidden under a lumber pile
of the Mitchell Lumber Company on Oct. 4, 1919.
"Jack B1·adley and I were playing pirates
when I stooped down behind a lumber pile to
grab a stick and ran my hand into a whole
pile of money, fat rolls of $50 and $100 bills,
wrapped in a newspaper," said Billy, telling of
his find. "I was so surprised I couldn't believe
it was real money."
Chief of Police Wallace R. Bishop thought the
money was a part of' $30,000 stolen from the
Wilkinsburg Bank on May 10, 1919, and caused
it to be returned to the bank. Albert John Bradley, a machinist, and William Donahey, a clerk,
the parents of the boys, began a suit on behalf
of their sons against the bank for the recovery
of the money. The jury decided the bank had
failed to prove ownership and a verdict of $5,564,
including interest to date, was returned in favor
of the lads.
The boys will not receive more than $2,000
each, as the remainder has gone for attorney
fees and ot1ier costs, acco1·ding to Mrs. Dona'hey,
who asserted that Billy's money would be placed
in trust until he is twenty-one, and will furnish
a college education for him.
"At first I was going to spend the money to
buy candy for my girl and take her to the movies
often," said Billy, "but now I think I'll save it
all until I grow up and study to become a lawyer
or doctor. I'd rather be a doctor, because there's
more money in that, and I want to be whatever
makes the most money." He said Jane was the
young lady upon whom part of the money was
to have been spent, but he refused to tell her
last name.
Young Bradley seems dazed ·b y his rise to fortune and is unable to say what he will do with
the money. He was tempted to buy a "great
big seven passenger automobile with a chauffeur."
His sister, Virginia, six years old and with feminine visions of home-making already in mind,
said:
"Jack is going to buy a house with the money."
The treasure finder denied this, saying: "No, I
won't give you or brother Billy a cent. I'll keep
it all myself and when I grow up I won't bf
anything but just a millionaire."

SEEK BURIED CASKS OF RUM, MELLOWING FOR 150 YEARS
Search is being- made at Cumberland House,
The Pas, Manitoba, for ten casks of rum which.
accordin1< to Indian legends. have been buried
the:re for the past century and a half. The stor:v,
which has be.en handed down, is that the rum
was broug-bt mto the North by a French tradinit
party, who were stopped at Cumberland House
and turned back b:v the Hudson Bay people afte:r
they had hidden the liquor. which had been intended for Indian trade. Th~ alleg-ed cache fa
suppo~~<l. to inclUt,e merchandise, muskets aJJ<l
amm1m1tinn, but it is thought that these goods
may not _hav~ ar>'ed to ~he same advantage as the
1·um, which 1s the subJect of search.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
SLEPT WITH HIS WHISKY
Burglars ransacked the cellar at the A. Van
Phinney home in an exclusive residential district
of Sacramento, Cal., June 13, and stole a large
qmmtity of liquor, but a barrel of whisky escaped, as Phinney had placed it in his bedroom
for safe keeping.
BIGGEST CIRCULAR SAWS
The largest circular saws in the world have
just been made to fill a special order from a
Pacific Coast lumber mill. Each saw is 108
inches in diameter, weighs approximately 795
pounds and includes 190 teeth. The latter are
inserted in the rim, and can be replaced if broken. Two steel ingots, each weighing 1,140
pounds, were the raw materials from which the
great disks were made. The saws will be used
for cutting big logs into lengths suitable for the
production of shingles.
FALLS INTO WELL
George Lauch, nineteen months old, is going
to be a high diver when he grows up if he follows the career he commenced auspiciously when
he tumbled into a 100-foot well at his father's
home in Herricks, L. I., and was rescued without
a scratch. The well contained mud and slime
sufficient to break the child's fall.
Young George arose and let out a roar that
was heard a block away, where Peter J. Herman
was at work. Herman gazed into the well and
saw the baby. A gang of linemen was at work
near by for the Nassau Light and Power Company. One of them was lowered into the well on
a rope. His companion pulled him out with the
child in his arms.
Although the infant seemed unhurt, his mother
sent for an ambulance and had him rushed to the
Nassau Hospital, Mineola. Surgeons examined
him carefully and said:
"All he is suffering from is a muddy face."
ABOUT GREAT SALT LAKE
The water of the Great Salt Lake, in Utah, is
91.'l huoy.ant that a man may lie on his back in _it
and easily float, with his head and neck, his legs
to the knee, and both arms to the elbow entirely
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o:ut of _the water. On assuming a sitting positron, with the a1·ms extended, his shoulders will
rise above the water. On account of the extreme
buoyancy of the water, swimming is laborious,
from the tendency of the lower extremities to rise
about the surface. The lake is 75 miles long
and 30 broad. The first to navigate its waters
was Genel'al Fremont, in 1843. In saltiness the
Utah lake is not to be compared with a Siberian
lak<; in Obdorsk, which for a long time has been
entirelv roofed with a deposit of salt. It is 9
mile~ wide and 17 in length. Originally evap?ra:t10n played the m<:>st prominent part in coat1~g the lake over with salt, but at the present
trme the salt springs which surround it are adding fast to the thickness of the crust. In the
long-ago period exaporation of the lake's waters
left great salt crystals on the surface. In course
of time these caked together. Thus the waters
were finally entirely covered. In 1878 the lake
found an underground outlet into the River Obi
which lowered its surface about three feet. Th~
~alt crust was so thick, however, that it retained
its old level, and now presents the curious spectacle of a salt-roofed lake. The salt coat increases six inches in thickness every year. The
many little islands with which the lake is studded are said to act as braces and to help keep
the arched salt crust in position.

LAUGHS
"Did you ever see any water with crutches?"
"No, where does it come from?" "Cripple Creek."
Mother-Come, Willie, it's past time to get
up. Willie (lazily)-Then I'll lie abed, ma till
'
it comes 'round again.
Mr. Henpeck-Are you the man who gave my
wife a lot of impudence? Mr. Scraper-I reckon
I am. Mr. Henpeck-Shake! You're a hero.
"Doctor, I wish you had not prescribed rock
and rye for John's influenza." "Did it not cure
him?" "Yes, but he has had one relapse after
another ever since."
Guest-What are your 1·ates? Hotel ClerkTen dollars a day for a room with bath. Eight
dollars for a room without bath. Guest-Well,
then, here's two dollars, give me the bath.
"Cholly says his European trip was completely
spoiled." "As to how?" "Seems a careless porter
lost a label off his suit-case."
He-I am not taking part in the theatricals. I
always think I am making such a fool of myself.
She-Oh, every one thinks that!
Teacher-What is it that binds us together and
makes us better than we are by nature? "Corsets, sir," piped a wise little girl of eight.
"Your lodgers complain that you read their
letters." "Well, I can't ask questions about their
private affairs. That would be very indiscreet."
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GOOD READ ING
STATE BUYS CONVICT A LEG
Joseph Delucci, Tecently admitted to Sing Sing,
became a guest of the state just in time to enable him to get a new leg at the expense of the
taxpayers.
Delucci's left leg was amputated shortly before he was sentenced. Recently he was transferred from Sing Sing to Great Meadows prison
at Comstock, where he will be fitted .yith an
artificial limb before he can work for his keep.
Delucci's new leg will cost the prison department
about $200.
CONVICTS ESCAPE ON WILD COAL CAR
One prisoner/was at liberty to-d.ay and ny.o
others serving life sentences were back withm
the Missouri State Prison walls after a thrilling
attempt to escape in which the three climbed on a
coal -car and sent it crashing down an incline
through the prison gate.
The car overturned outside the wall, and John
Snead sentenced to life imprisonmen t for murder, V:as captured immediately. Ora Lewis, sentenced to life imprisonmen t for murder and robbery abandoned the car just before it hit the
gate' and was returned to his cell. William Stender, serving ten years for robbery, got away.
The men had made keys for their cell doors and
escaped from the inner confines after -choking the
cell guard into unconsciousn ess.
EGGS WITH A KICK
James Fagan, a South Greenburg, Pa., coal
miner, garden expert and poultryman on a moderate scale, declares that by pur11 accident he has
discovered the secret of producing eggs that exhilarate as well as nourish.
Recently a dozen of Fagan's hens got their
first feed of raisin mash, and the next day they
laid "pickhandle" eggs, their owner declares. A
friend of Fagan used a few pounds of raisi~s to
make a little "medicine" for "his stomach's sake."
After the raisins fermented he ran off the liq_uid
for final h'eatment and threw 1he raisins into an
alley, where Fagan's hens feasted on them.
The new poultry food worked wonders, it is
said . Birds that had been contemplatin g the
leisure of hatching instead of egg-laying changed
their tactics, cackled with renewed vigor and resumed laying. While none of the hens lav more
than an egg a day, almost every bird in the
flock produces an egg containing 4 per cent. alcohol, says Fagan.
OLD VIOLIN SOLD TO BUY FOOD
A fine old Rugieri violin on which Johann
Strauss, the "waltz king," played in Vienna, when
that city was the gayest in Europe, was sold in
Chicago, Ill., recently to provide food for the
population there. Vienna now is a city of want
and starvation.
Miss Andrea Proudfoot, daughter of a Chicago
attorney, heard of the great need in the capital

where she had spent most of her childhood and
parted with the dainty Italian model. The proceeds of the sale were turned over to the Vienna
Relief Committee. The Rugieri was brought to Austria from Italy
more than a century ago and came into the
possession of Franz W endlik, concert master in
the court of Prince Lichtenstein, in Vienna. It
was i~ the extravagant and pleasure loving period
following Napoleon's regime, and Lichtenstein' s
was the gayest court in Europe. The courtiers
danced to the music of Johann Strauss's new
waltzes, and Strauss himself played with the
court orchestra at times, using tbe Rugieri violin.
Tho violin eventually came into the possession
of Wendlik's grandson, a Vienna banker, also
named Franz W endlik. 'Miss Proudfoot's mother
had brought her to Europe to educate her. One
day the banker heard the girl play in her mother's villa in the Carpathian foothills overlooking
Vienna.
He declared that the child had ,great ability and
let her have his old violin to use. Shortly after
the war broke out he died. Miss Proudfoot
brought the instrument to America.
She will resume her studies, interrupted by the
war, this fall when she will return to Vienna. She
will play on a Guarnerius violin.

LIGHTNING CALCULAT ING
Multiply 45,989 by 864,726. How would you
like to have somebody pop that at you in arithmetic on some evening while at your little desk in
your room, when you are. trying to find out how
much sugar you could buy for $3.80 when ihe
price is 5 3-4 cents a pound?
Well, the larger problem mentioned above would
not flabbergast S. Ramanujan, a young Hindu
wh? last ye_ar left India and entered Cambridg~
Umvers1ty m England. It would take him only
a few seconds to multiply 45,989 by 864 '726 says
Boys' Life. In less time than that he ~ould add
8,596,497,713,826 and 96,268,593. In the time it
would take the average schoolboy to divide 31 021
by 13, Rumanujan could find the fifth root of
69,343,957, or gi:,7e the correct answer to the problem: What weight of water is there in a room
~oodeq 2 feet deep, _the room being 18 feet 9
mches by 13 feet 4 mches, and a cubic foot of
water weighing 62 1-2 pounds.
The professors at Cambridge have found Ramanuj an a mystery, because he is quite untaught
and appea1·s to have discovered for himself many
of the deepest mathematica l principles.
America has produced three wonderful boy calculators. "Ma1·velous Griffith," as he was called
could raise a number to the sixth power in eleve~
seconds. Truman Safford at the age of 10 could
multiply one row of fifteen figures by another of
eighteen in a minute, or less. The third was
William James Sidis, who at 14 went to Harvard
and astounded all of his instructors by his profound grasp of mathematica l princ1ples.

NEW THINGS
A rubber bulb
to increase the
suction fe atures
a n ew siphon for
r emoving cream
from bot tles of
milk.
:Portugal h a s
more than 4,000,000 acres of forests a nd is increasing t hem by
systematic treeplanting.
A simple wire
frame has been
p atented for suppo rting i d l e
p aint brushes to
p r e v e n t their
bristles curling.
S e v e n t y-five
per cent . of the
land under cultivation in Egypt
is held by pera substitute for
sons owning less
than two a cr es.
Leather, both
imitation
and
g e n u i n e , has
been adapted as
varnish in covering automobile
bodies.
Trinidad, which
is steadily in creasing its petroleum product i o n , exported
m o r e than 41,000,000
gallons
last year.
New in the agricultura l implement line is a
machine to cover
a field of growing grain with
straw to prot ect
it in winter.
Geologist s have
estimated that
Spain has about
700,000,000 tons
of iron ore, capable of yielding
a bo u t 50 per
cent. of metal.

An Oregon inventor has patented a folding
match scratcher
which can be
pinned t o a n y
convenient place
o n a smoker 's
clothinit.
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Fat People
Get Thin
Best safe home method. Get a small
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Learn to throw yottr voice into a

I;~ trunk, under the bed, out in the hall

.- or anywhere. Lots of FUN fooling
th~ Teacher, Janitor 1 Policeman or
:Friends. The VEKTRILO is a little instrument that fits into the
1nouth out of sight . Anyone can
use it. Never Falls. A 33 page hook
on VENTRILOQUISM sent with
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Cigarette Habit
Row to Overcome ·11 Quickly and Easily
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the cigarette habU haa a hold which.
oannot ehllke oft b7 will power.

7011

Tile lure of the alSKeitll is powerful. Ia
O the nicotine tha'\ i1 poisoning your 07Blam,
maldnir 7011 nervpu11 llean weak, d71poptlc,
eye 1tralned and trntable?
Are you 11ro11bled with lle~plea1111eas al niiihl
u.d dullnen In the morning uptll you han
doped 7ouraelf with tb.e nicotine of elgaret\n
or pipe, or cbewtltlf lobaeeo I They're all th4
6ame, you know.
Give :,oar potsc.-turakd body, from your

P.a1II nl.l<fflieh akin right into your pale yel·
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mun slaver, of nlootine.
Get rid of tile v101oua habit. LenatheQ
:,our life. lleeome oonlenled and epread hap·
pinos1 among oth-.ra. Enjoy lranqu.Ulll7 com·
blued w!lh force!ul thought and real otllclency.
I know whal will oonquer tho tobacco habit
in three days. You. &'Bin the Ticlor7 eom•
pletely and p:rivataly al home.
~ nww book will be Tery interesling to
you. II will com• lo 7oll in a plain wrapper
free, posl])aid. You will be aurprlaed an;l
dellgMad 1f yoll wrlle lo Kdwud J. Woode,
TT-103. Blalion r, New York, N. Y.

Play Eight
Instruments
No Study
Necessary
Every homo, every group of rrtends

ehould han Son1·0-Phone1. t.he re.markable lnstruruents that anycne
can play. They produce rloh. sweet.
powerful tones, imitating band in•

strumenUI that tak• ,e,.ra of study
1~ 'iYtil.t.-iice to learn to play.

If you OH !111111, talk or ling you and your friends can
beoome exoert Bone-o·Phone players right a way. and play
anything from the goad old songs to the most popular hits.

Song-o-Phones
are delighting
thousands
Send right <IWIIY for booklet and
full particuJars about these wonder-

ful, inexpensive instruments,

At all musical instrume"t
dialers, department stores and
toy shops- or write for free
Booklet.

The Sonoohone Company
81 S. Nlntll si., 1 lABrooklYn, N. Y.

Soars Gracefully and
Does the Stunts of an
Expert Aviator
A scientific novelty of unusual interest. It will loopthe-loop, glide, spiral, pan:
cake---in fact, do all
,Jo the stunts of a real
11
" •" airplane.
Every b.oy and girl
wlll want It! B6 First!
Get In your order now!
Sant P<'&J>add by mall for
lloo. Senli StalniJ>S. Cash

or !Money OTder.

Globe Airplane Co.
400 Globe Building
Newark. N •. J.

''AQuart for AQuarter''

AIRPLANE
CATCHES
GEESE
There may be
nothing new under the sun, but
there are new
ways of doing
things. The following am p l y
bears out this
statement:
John
Pruess,
who lives up in
the Devil's Nest
country a 1 o n g
the old Mizzou,
was in Bloomfield,
Nebraska
r e c e n t 1 y anel1
brought with him
the news that
hunting geese via
the a i r p 1 a n e
method is the latest thing up in
that region. The
a v i a t o r s who
have been pulling off this stunt
hail from across
the line in South
Dakota.
They come
swooping
along
in their machine,
fire a volley at
any stray flock of
geese that may
be breasting the
waters of the Big
Muddy, and as
the geese rise into the air and
start to m a k e
th e i r getaway,
the a i r p 1 a n e
swoops down upon them and they
are caught in a
big net, which is
part of the machine's e q u i pm en t. Whole
flocks are pursued until the
last member of
the flock falls a
victim
to
the
birdmen.

Superior quality
blue, black, red,
violet or green.
An automobile
Put up in dry
form, 1 powder in tire, made of sevwater makes 1 eral metal bands
quart. Worth three or four times at separated by alblocks,
1·etail price. 1 powder, 25 cents; 6 uminum
powders, $1.00 Postpaid. Big oppor- that has been in-·
vented in Engtunity for agents.
land is claimed
to be almost as
SHELTON CHEMICAL CO.
resilient as rub101-A Shelton, Com1.
ber,

I K

NEW

THINGS

To fresh en
typewriter r i bbons a tubular
container for ink
which is distributed by a roller
as a ribbon passes over it has
been patented.
To move automobiles laterally
in garages a low
wheeled platform
has been invented that i s propelled by an electric motor taking
current from an
overhead wire.
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Yoo appa.,entl)' see tbru otheo, Woo!2.
Boys
Stone. any obiect. Boo Bones In Flosh,;
A magic t:rlcli: nov,,lty FR"" with each X Ray.

MARVEL MFG. CO.. Dept. 13. NEW HAVllN. CONN.

Earn Genuine Wafch
THIN MODEL.

Sat

In
Solld Cold

Solid Gord

Send Your Name and We'll
Send You a Lachnite

Lever E•capement.

t~!~e~~:';o~!!o':t,fu,~
g!3~~~~::i~
U.egnlaied to ke•p perf ect time. Joi a
1
.ff~
~Csi\
) - ~d ~:~ecak;:;:e e~:at~i;'i\cf~~:ih~
fa
3~ i !~r,~n~~o~1~~r!~/~!t:a:::·Pfc~
.JIil!,!!,,!!:,.!!!,.!!,,!!',....
.·ft t2 -1'(,

8

\~

4/~. !~~·:J.&g~::~~~::::;~ ·::h~ ~:~~:d

'•,') G 0:.-'"

,,.. will 1end you ,bis n•w thin model,
lev&r e1capemeni,1iem wind and Item Hi
,vucb, ju,, a, de1cribed, al1ocboloe ot fob or
ebaln aa exna prueni. Wrii• ioda.y. E • ..;D. LXF.:E:..t
·~-, ,.. ...~ •'

337 W. Mad.Ison St., Dept. 1-A-46

CHICAOu

Featured by a
cylinder containing a piston with
a lifting force of
eight tons, hydraulic apparatus
has been invented for pulling up
piling, even from
deep water.
French
army
surgeons
have
found
that
a
mixture of freshly slaked lime
and phosphorus
will remove tattooing so that it
cannot be detected.
A mixer for
asphalt or concrete has been
added
to
a
steam roller by
a
Pennsylvania
road builder, being operated by
the same engineer.

The blade and
its cover in a
new safety razor
are held in place
by a magnetized
handle 110 they
may be easily removed for cleaning.
Scotch experts
have found that
the African baobab tree yields a
fibre that is one
of the finest paper making materials
to
be
found.

0 LD COINll 1'AXTJED
,2 to $500 EACH paid tor Hundreds et
Ce1na dated before 1895, Jt;ee11 ALL elC
Money. You may have Coins worth a
Lar,:e Premium. Send 10c. for new
Illustrated Col.a Value Book, aiu •xt.
<ttt Peated at Oace.
CL.ABKE COIN CO., Bas 35, La Bey, N. Y.
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'SCIENTIST WARNS OF
FAKE MEDIUMS
·
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Convinced that death makes no sudden change, Sir Oliver Lodge began a
lecture tour of this country and Canada to explain his beliefs in communication between the dead and living.
He anived on the Lapland recently,
and it is his first visit since 1884. A
tall, gray-bearded man, he is sixty
seven years old and speaks without
reserve.
He said his son, killed in the war,
was pleased recently to learn his
father was coming to America, and
felt he might do good here. Sir Oliver comes to say that "the survival of
man can be prnved and that perception will strengthen the hands of
true religion."
He believes the next world may not
be different from this one, and tells
of departed friends who have talked
to him of trees, flowe:rs and animals
they observe, but thinks they may be
describing "this side seen from another point of view,". rather than "another world." He expfains the mechanism of survival:
"Our bodies are composed of matter
and ether. The material part wears
out after seventy-odd years, but the
ethereal part does not wear out and
that continues."
With Sir Oliver the life beyond is
no vague, scripturnl phrase and there
is no break between here and some-whe1·e else. Of the ouija board he
said:
"That is a question of the force of
the mind which uses it. The instrument cannot be condemned. Persons
of weak mind should leave it alone.
"But another message of mine is
that ·our senses are no crite1ion of existence. They were evolved for· earthly
reasons, not for purposes of philosophy, and if we refuse to go beyond
the direct evidence of our senses we
shall narrow our outlook on the universe to a hopeless and almost imbecile extent.
"I have no sympathy with denial
of the material universe, though I
admit that the spiritual universe is so
much more important that a little
over-emphasis on thati side may be
pardoned. I want people to accept
the totality of things and not to neglect one side in order to emphasize
the other. Leu us see life sanely, and
see it whole."
He was asked how to tell a true
medium from a false one.
"You must judge them by their
fruits," Sir Oliver answered. "I have
not come across any fraudulent me 0
diums, but I am told there are some.
I believe all who take up Spiritualism
in a professional way have some
power.
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Young Wild West and the II-line Girl; or, The Secret Band of
Silver Shaft.
Young Wild West Exposing the Express Robbers; or. With
.Arletta in Gold Dust City.
Young Wild West and the Cowboy Trailer; or, The Ranchman"a
Revenge.
Young Wild West and the Missing Scout; or . .Arletta nnd the
Madman.
Young Wild West Doon1ed to Death; or,_ .Arletta and the Iliffe
Queen.
Young Wild West On a Golden Trail; or, The Mystery of Magio
Pass.
Young Wild West Fighting the Indians: or, The Uprisinll' of the

Utes.

919 Young Wild West On a Cattle Range; or, .Arleta and the "Bad..
Cowboy.
920. Young Wild West's Gallop for Glory: or, The Death of .Ace High.
921 Young Wild West's Silver Search: or, .Arietta and the U.st
Treasure.
922 Young Wil,d West at Death Gorge; or, Cheyenne Char1C..•a
T'
Hard-Pan mt.
923 Young Wild West and "Monterey Bill"; or, Arletta's Game of
. Blutr.
924 Young Wild West and the Deadshot Cowboys; or, .A. High Old
Time at Buckinghorn Ranch.
025 Young Wild West's Cavalry Chari.a: or, The Shot That Saved
.A.rietta's Life.
926 Young Wild West's Three-Day Hunt; or, The Ro.ldcrs of Red
Ravine.
For sale by all newsdealer•, or will be sent to any address oil
receipt of price, 7 cents per copy, In money or posta,ro stamps, b:,HABRY E. WOLJ!'F, Pub., 160 West ·isd St.• New York.

r

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AN DREMI BOOK.-Containing the great oracle of human destiny; also the true meauini:: of
almost any kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, and
curious games of cards.
No, 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great book of magic and card
tricks, containing full instruction on all the leading card trlck 8 of
the day, also the most popular magical illusions as performed b:v our
leading magicians; every boy should obtain a copy ot this book
No. 3, HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and wiles of flirtation are fully
explained by this little book. Besides the various methods of haudkerchief, fun, glove. parasol, window and hat flirtation, It contains a
full list of the language and sentiment of flowers.
No. 4. ROW TO DANCE Is the title of this little book. It contains full instructions in the art of dancing, etiquette in he ballroom
and a parties, how to dress, and full directions for caillng off in all
popnlar square dances.
No. 5. HOW TO lllAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to love courtship and marriage, giving sensible advice, rules and etiQuett~ to be
observed, with many curious and interesting things not generall,y
known.
No. 6, HOW TO BECO)IE AN ATHLETE.-Giving tun instructions for the_ use of dumbbells, Indian cluus, parallel bars. horizontal
bars nod various other methods of developing a good, healthy muscle•
•
containing over sixt:v illu~tratlous.
No. 7. HOW TO ~EP BIRDS.-Haudsomel:v illustrated and containing full instructions for the management and training of the
canary, mockinguird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot. etc.
No. 0. HOW TO BECO)lE A VENTRILOQUIST.-B:v Harr:v Ken
nedy. Every intelligent boy reading tllls book of instructions c~
master the art, and create any amount of fun for himselt and
friends. It is the greatest book ever publlshed.
No. 1.

For sale b,Y all newsdealers, or will be sent to any addl'ess 011
receipt o1 price, 10c, per copy, or 3 tor 25c,, in money or postaa-e
•1arops, by
FRANK TOUSEY, Pub., 168 West 23d st., New York.

SCENARIOS
By JAMES P. COGAN

HOW TO
WRITE THEM:
Prl~ 35 Cents Per Copy

This b-0ok contains all the most recent changes in the method
of constrnction and sulJmisslon of scenarios. Sixty Lessons,
CoYPring every phase of scenario writing, from the most ele·
mental to the most advanced principles. This treatise covers
everything a person must know in order to ma.ke mone:v as a
successful scenarlo write1·. For sale by all N&ws-deulers and
Book-Stores. If you cannot procure a copy, send us the price
- 35 cents, in money or postage stamps, and we will mail :vou one:
postage free. .A.ddn•ss
L. SENARENS, 219 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y,

